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and especially a fan of her calm and
recent commentary in July 13th's
column.
It was announced in that week's city council
meeting that all councillors once again
cowered to the demands of a handful of
residents, this time on Winter Avenue. As a
result, the city will enstate another random
one-way street, messing up the flow of traffic,
and forcing many of us to take the long way
home, or else, pull dangerous illegal moves to
get where we're going.
This is reminiscent of the brain-dead rationale
behind making Linscott Street a one-way.
Linscott is that tiny, 5-house road at the end of
the soccer field by the Prince of Wales Arena,
and the old Rabbittown Theatre. Why they
made such a wide road a one-way is baffling.
Closing Linscott off simply forced people to
pull dangerous turnarounds farther down the
road by Ches's Fish and Chips, on account
of the needlessly imposed and permanent
detour. I've almost caused accidents doing so.
Here we go again with Winter Avenue.
Apparently the residents' appeal to council will
see a trial experiment, restricting traffic from
entering their street from Kingsbridge Rd.
To quote Deming's recap, "The residents have
been complaining about speeding on their
street for a while. Though so has everyone on
every street. But their street is very pretty."
Not to mention, council is feeling sheepish
with regards to Winter Avenue, no doubt,
since the demolition of a 125 year old heritage
property on that street in 2015.
The thing is, there wouldn't even be a "traffic
problem" on Winter Avenue if our city

planners could plan a little better. We erected
a big Dominion in the area without providing a
left exit to the hundreds of people coming out
of that Dominion every day.
As a result, drivers HAVE to head right, and the
first street they can take to turn around on, and
head back to their homes, is Winter Avenue. So
they do. It's really obvious why that formerly
quiet street has a lot of traffic now.
People leaving Dominion must pull an
immediate, illegal U-turn on Winter Ave.,
or make a cul-de-sac turnaround on Judge
Place, or zoom angrily up Winter Ave,
annoyed they couldn't turn left coming
out of Dominion.

lines from her column: " ... But
what is more important than even
one stupid new traffic complication in an
already mangled city, is the trend towards
neighbourhoods, blocks really, saying of a
street, 'this is ours.' Because it isn’t.
"On Barnes Rd., the city just approved a
survey to see if residents want to move to
resident permit parking only. I live on Barnes
and I can tell you it is not needed. But, like
the Monkstown and William Street surveys
last season, residents will flock to say it is
needed because everyone feels they own the
street in front of their home.

We erected
a big Dominion in
the area without
providing a left exit
to the hundreds of
people coming out of
that Dominion
every day.

So that's the problem, and
closing off Winter Avenue to
those people forced to use
it won't solve that problem.
Closing off Winter Avenue
will, however, piss off and
inconvenience a LOT of people. Far
more people will suffer, because a few
folks on Winter Avenue don't like the putt
putt of cars on their road.

Who knows where they'll have to drive off
to to turn around now that Winter Avenue is
being closed off to them. We can expect a lot
of U-turns on The Boulevard I guess, or we
can expect calmer drivers to take a scenic
loop around The Boulevard, and through Quidi
Vidi (pissing off those already pissy folks).
Having to take such detours to get from
Dominion to downtown or centre city is nuts.
It's just nuts. The alternative is a drive up New
Cove to Elizabeth Avenue, and take Elizabeth
Avenue to find a way back downtown. Nuts.
And it's not just the huge flaw in city planning
and councillor cowardice that's nuts here. So
too is the sense of entitlement townies have
over their roads. I think Deming hit it on the
head in her column, so instead of stealing
her thunder in paraphrasing, here's a few

"There is always parking here. I
have never had to walk more
than a quarter block in 5 years.
There is a direct line from
those people who leave crazed
and angry notes on a car that
is parked 'in their spot on a
public street, to directing traffic
so as to cut off non-residents.

"My neighbourhood isn’t mine. I own my
house, not the damn streets. We share the
streets. Sharing is messy and annoying
and you will never get your own way.
People you don’t like will cut through your
neighbourhood, and they will cut through it
all wrong. But if you let those streets that are
already paved with gold and good intentions
start enacting barriers, our city will lose
the chaotic and egalitarian blood-flow that
makes it not suck like other cities."
Tip of the hat here, to the one councillor
who hesitated. Cllr Puddister piped up and
pointed out that the previous restrictions on
Empire and Circular have caused this issue,
and added that this new decision will make
even more of a mess near that Dominion.
But then he too approved it.
— U. TURNER
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How Can the City Better
Engage the Public?

BY DAVE LANE

Back in 2010, I heard about a proposed demolition of some heritage
buildings on Water Street. The developer wanted to build a 15-storey
building, and a lot of people were angry about it.

THE GERALD SQUIRES
ART GALLERY

I felt compelled to participate in the public discussion. My passion for the issue was less about
taking a side, and more about making sure that everyone was having a rational debate. If we all
stayed calm and spoke openly and respectfully, I knew we’d end up making the right decision.
So when I found a Facebook discussion about it, I weighed in. Not by yelling my opinions, but by
calmly answering people’s questions or responding with other ideas and facts. I tried to facilitate
constructive dialogue.
I also helped organize a public meeting, and the room was packed with media present. We tried
to make it a discussion about urban planning, but people were frustrated and made that known.
A few weeks later the proponent withdrew their proposal.
Victory! Right...? The battle was over, but all we were left with was a few now-empty buildings,
a company with a little less goodwill, and a public now more divided than before. We didn’t feel
victorious. There was one bright light, however. On that Facebook group, a majority were neither
“anti-heritage” nor “anti-development.” They were “pro-smart development,” and willing to talk
about options.
So we took that attitude and created Happy City: a group whose sole mission is to inform,
encourage, and facilitate public dialogue around civic issues. And we knew that, to succeed,
we needed to bring people’s concerns and ideas to City Hall.
Which is why I decided to run for Council in 2013 -- I wanted to bring the spirit of true
engagement to City Hall. And thanks to the incredible support of my family, friends, and
neighbours, I was elected and quickly got to work.
Over the course of my first year on Council, I worked with staff and a group of 25 dedicated
residents on an Engagement Task Force to compose the City’s new Engagement Framework.
Unanimously adopted by Council, this new policy framework has the express goal of “creating
a culture of engagement” at City Hall. It strives to create space for everyone to feel involved and
listened to, helping to generate new ideas and solutions -- together.
We launched an online engagement platform to help connect with as many residents as possible,
and we’ve held several extended “campaigns” for projects like the Victoria Park revitalization, our
annual budgets, and our cycling master plan review.
We now use online surveys, in-person meetings, focus groups, and pop-up engagement events.
We’ve also had a major increase of information sharing through social media, email, radio,
newspaper, and our very readable City Guide.

The Gerald Squires Art Gallery has reopened after its
closure upon Gerald’s passing on October 3, 2015.
Many one-of-a-kind major paintings are on exhibit, though reserved
by his estate pending further thought as to their future. Available
works include: drawings, paintings, lithographs, etchings, giclees,
art prints and books by or about Squires; paintings and sculptures
by George Horan and Sharon Puddester. Also contact us if you
would like to acquire Squires’ last work,“The Legend of Job“, a handbound collector’s limited edition book designed and lettered by
Boyd Chubbs and illuminated by Gerald Squires. The original book
has been acquired for the Special Collections division of Memorial
University Library and can be seen at the ‘Gerald Squires: Spirit
Visible’ exhibition at The Rooms Provincial Art Gallery.

I think this marks a profound change in the way City Hall operates. We’re asking for input before
making decisions, and keeping residents more informed than ever before.
But there is so much left to do, so we’ve launched a survey. How have we been doing with
engagement? What we can do better?

52 PRESCOTT STREET • ST. JOHN’S
Open Wednesday – Sunday (12-5 pm) • Friday (7-9 pm)

Please take a few minutes to share your thoughts; it will help us make
St. John’s better, together. / surveymonkey.com/r/CSJEngagement
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squiresgallery@gmail.com • 746-7076 • 746-4039
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Cars Are So
Yesterday
MUN Team Making
a New Means of
Transportation
We've all seen a futuristic
movie, where human-carrying
capsules are shuttled through
vacuum tubes, faster than any
car has ever gone. Zoom zip,
and you're there.
A group of bright students from 3
universities have come together
to help make this happen.
Roughly 50% of the team
is composed of local
students; 13 from MUN
and 1 from College of
the North Atlantic.
It's called Hyperloop. The
concept was introduced
and popularized by the rich
Canadian visionary Elon Musk
in 2013. Hyperloop aims to provide a
cheaper, more efficient, and more sustainable
alternative to existing means of transportation.
The end goal is to have Hyperloop pods go from
Point A to Point B at 700 MPH.
Musk's company, SpaceX, is hosting a
competition for students from all over the
world to get involved by building Hyperloop
test vehicles. Our province is the only
Canadian province with a team in the running.
MUN's team is doing just that. They say
it involves "levitating train-like vehicles,
called pods, that travel through low pressure
vacuum tubes. We aim to prove the viability
of air based levitation, for use in highspeed applications, by building a prototype
Hyperloop pod capable of reaching 200mph."
The provincial government just gave them
roughly 15K to help the project along.

"Hyperloop started as a revolutionary
idea and could possibly become the future
of transportation," says Christopher
Mitchelmore, Minister of Tourism, Culture,
Industry and Innovation. "It’s amazing
to know our students from Memorial
University are involved in this game-changing
transportation research."
The first ever Hyperloop pod does not exist,
the race is on, and we could win. "It's a difficult
challenge because no one's done it yet," the
team says, "and a lot of the technology to do
this hasn't been developed yet."

Townsizing in
Newfoundland
In 1891 the Bonavista Peninsula
and St. John’s were close in
population (roughly 20,000 and

Yet they're surging onwards to be the
first, and their aim is altruistic. "If people
had access to transportation that is not
only faster, but more affordable, and more
sustainable, it would just fundamentally
make the world a much better place."

25,738 respectively).

Their pod is 20 feet long and weighs 2000
pounds. That makes it a pain to lug
around, but helps it achieve
the desired speed of 200
mph, through SpaceX's
mile-long hyperloop test
track in Hawthorne,
California. SpaceX's
first competition took
place in January 2017,
and Competition II is
set for the 25th-27th of
August 2017. "Air bearings
are the core technology we are
developing for Competition II," the
team says. "While air bearings are already
utilized in low speed industrial applications,
they've never been explored in high-speed
contexts. Low-friction levitation is critical to
the hyperloop concept, and we're trying to
prove that air bearings are the most efficient,
economical, scalable and sustainable option."

Historically, small towns were involved with
commodities, agriculture, and manufacturing,
but since World War II much of that activity
has shifted to cities, leaving smaller centres
struggling to stay alive. Communities like
Bonavista are taking a lead by drawing on their
home’s cultural resources and people to form
the basis for a new economic life. In the last 3
years, 52 new businesses have opened.

Their system is being built so that
passengers and cargo being zipped along at
200 MPH will "experience the smoothest and
safest journey possible."

People aren’t moving to just any town,
they are choosing selectively, and what’s
happening on Bonavista shows the built
environment and activities going on inside
those buildings have a strong role to play
in attracting newcomers. The town has
changed a lot since the height of the fishing
industry, and is continuing to transform at an
accelerated pace. Any kind of growth begs
the question of how a municipality can grow
and adapt with grace while maintaining a
connection to the place’s history.

Win or lose at the competition, team
members from Paradigm Hyperloop have
had the opportunity to work for Apple, Tesla,
Reflexion Medical, SpaceX, Lockheed Martin,
Boeing and many other giant, innovative
companies.

Hyperloop aims to provide a cheaper, more efficient, and more
sustainable alternative to existing means of transportation.
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URBAN FORM WITH EMILY CAMPBELL

These communities were roughly 1/5 the
size of Toronto then, but now, the town of
Bonavista has a measly 0.06% population
compared to our country’s largest city.

Focused on lifestyle rather than the slog
for money, there is a growing movement of
people that are going against the grain and
moving back to towns. Some municipalities
like Shelburne Ontario, Blackfalds Alberta, and
Contrecoeur Quebec are growing strongly. And
on our island, young people, creative folks,
and entrepreneurs are flocking to Bonavista,
they’re “townsizing.” The 2016/2017 data from
the regional chamber of commerce shows
the population has stabilized and the area’s
average age is falling.

This year the Wandering Pavilion project is
encouraging critical thinking around growth
and the sustainable revitalization of rural

Townsizing?

Voluntarily leaving the
big city for the perks
of the small
town life.

centres. At the same time as the Bonavista
Biennale, the pavilion will be set up on the
Ryan Premises site. Many groups have come
together including the Culture of Outports,
2 Rooms Contemporary Art Projects, and
Assembly to bring four students to Bonavista
to take on locally relevant design challenges.
With diverse backgrounds, students from
Ryerson University will each bring their own
approach and skill set ranging from Architecture
to Urban Planning. Driven by the community, the
students will respond to the following challenges
through drawings and models:
ONE
What form should infill structures
take in Bonavista?
TWO
Investigate how wooden construction
can adapt to modern day living and our
extreme weather conditions.
THREE
Rethink the design of roads and
wayfinding to address issues of traffic,
parking, sight seeing and finding
destinations.
Their work will be exhibited in an open
studio and a final exhibit on the weekend of
August 26/27. If you want to be involved in
the discussion follow the Wandering Pavilion
on social media or drop me a line emily@
fougeremenchenton.ca.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
HELP YOURSELF WHILE HELPING
OTHERS
Make a positive impact by helping
families solve their financial
problems. Start part-time.
You determine your hours and
compensation potential.
For more information call
709-769-1586
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

Audit ArtsNL
The boondoggle that is the Muskrat
Falls Festival of the Arts is now of such dimensions that
the Government must immediately call an inquiry into the
troubled microproject.
The three day celebration of Arts and Culture was to cost $26,000, but overruns
will see that nearly double to $40,000.
Delays in booking travel for the artists appearing at the festival mean that some will
be arriving a full day ahead of the event and each incurring an extra day of Arts NL
(formerly The Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council) stipulated per diem of $49.00.
Only because hotel rooms were not available on short notice were the artists billeted
for that night with festival volunteers, otherwise the event would have borne the cost
of the extra night’s lodging, for as many as nine people, at Hotel North.
Firing the previous artistic director after she had resigned means the festival is
responsible for both her taxi fare to the airport, and a meal voucher for a Normie
Special or Hot Wings at Jungle Jim’s in Goose Bay.
Concerns remain that the stage, at an elevation of almost one metre, is not stable, and
might collapse under a 5000 year Running The Goat event. Despite several theatre
technicians and three actors jumping up and down on the stage to test its reliability,
the best we can get from the project managers is “I dunno, suppose it’s okay.”
The visual art exhibition tied to the festival is signatory to extortionate VANL-CARFAC
artist fees, resulting in some visual artists receiving as much as $372.00 for the two
week long exhibition of their work.
A post-it note from a stage hand warning that costs for the festival were spiralling
out of control was reportedly given to festival organizers but blew out a car window
before being read.
The Minister of Tourism, Industry and Innovation’s tweet that an audit is not being
undertaken because no one could be arsed is unacceptable.
The decision to sanction the festival was likely an impulsive response to years of
our talent being exported to Canada at exceedingly low rates, but that is no excuse
for the commitment of thousands of taxpayers’ dollars to keep our threatened
culture on life support.
Arts and culture events such as the festival overwhelming feature and attract young
people, but we live in a province known to have a rapidly ageing population.
Defenders of the event say that arts funding is the lowest cost option to save
Newfoundland and Labrador, but these are the same people calling for a doubling of
funding to Arts NL, a decision that will cost every citizen of the province AN EXTRA
THIRTY THREE CENTS PER MONTH!
While arts and culture give meaning to life in Newfoundland and Labrador, and are a
central plank of the Government’s efforts to diversify the economy, add considerable
value to the place as a destination for tourists, and attract and retain a younger
demographic, it’s going to take the province minutes if not hours to pay off this
foolhardy venture.
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Road Dust: Is Newfoundland
Saving a Buck but Solving
it All Wrong?
BY CHRIS DONALDSON

On the list of things you worry
about when walking around
on a warm summer's day, road
dust is likely not up there with
wasps, smog, and bad drivers.
But there's mounting concern it
should be.
The European Commission's Science for
Environment released a report stating
that laboratory studies suggest short-term
exposure to road dust may have serious
health effects.
In the simplest sense, road dust is a
combination of exhaust, particles from tire
and brake wear, dust from unpaved roads
or potholes, and pavement dust generated
especially by studded tires scraping
pavement. You don't want stuff like asbestos
and rubber and fine particular matter
in your lungs.
The International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development state that long-term
exposure to traffic-generated dust "can
reasonably be expected to contribute to the
2 million people in low-income countries,
who die prematurely every year from
exposure to high concentrations of airborne
particulates."
It's also a considerable cost to our
agricultural industry. Road dust emissions
cause considerable drops in productivity in
farming systems, on account of things like
photosynthetic yield loss, increased levels
of pest, disease, and weed incidence, dirty
produce, and reduced pollination.
What affects crops, naturally affects the
environment too. The article, "Effects of
road dust on the growth characteristics
of Sophora japonica L. seedlings" in the
Journal of Environmental Science (Aug
2016) says "road dust causes a series of
negative effects on plant physiology."
So controlling road dust is a challenge.
Some cities use sweeper trucks with

Why are
we fighting
pollutants with
pollutants?

vacuums,
others spray
water to keep
road dust down,
and the trend lately
is to use road salts, as they draw moisture
from the air and keep the road dust damp
and down on the ground.
Here in Newfoundland & Labrador, we have
been spending considerable money on the
problem of road dust, in part because gravel
roads, the worst culprits of road dust, make
up almost 18% of the 10,000 kilometres of
roads throughout our province.
The Provincial Government recently
announced tenders for 1.17 million litres of
liquid calcium chloride from Sel Warwick
Inc. In 2016, government identified a savings
of approximately $250,000 by applying the
liquid calcium chloride themselves, using
their brine tankers and staff, rather than
contracting out the work.
Calcium chloride is a salt that draws
moisture from the air, to keep road surfaces
constantly damp, which ultimately creates
a hard and compact road surface. Sounds
great. Yet the use of calcium chloride isn't
exactly ideal, as road salts do their own
corrosive damage to both the natural
environment, and our built environment:
road salt has destroyed everything from
bridges to malls throughout Canada.
If the goal of dust control is to reduce
pollution and contamination in our lungs,
farms, and built and natural environment,
why are we fighting pollutants with
pollutants? Road salts contaminate ground
water, vegetation, and crops, for example.
There are alternatives, like lignin and
asphalt emulsions, or a product called
Dust Stop, with less corrosive effects. But
it's costly, so a lot of governments don't
consider it. Watering roads would even do
the trick, but the catch is it must be applied
frequently to maintain adequate moisture.
In other words, the labour and equipment
costs rule it out. So calcium chloride it is.
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BANNERMAN PARK
BY CHAD BENNETT

The summer sun gives rise
to never ending roadwork,
otherwise known as holes
we fill with money, and the
fantastic hammock culture of

At this time, the land which comprises
Bannerman Park was occupied by the Natives
Bannerman Park.
Society Hall, a botanical garden, and private
land. After the city wide fire of 1846, over
It's important and worth noting that
10,000 people were made homeless overnight,
Bannerman Park is taken care of by only two
and many thousands of them found shelter
very hard working gentlemen. All the trees,
on the land which would become Bannerman
flowers, grass, trails, benches, garbage,
Park. This was the first time that this piece
washrooms, everything cared for and
of land had touched the lives of all
maintained by only two people. And
ranks of society, this is where they
yes that even includes the skating
rallied, where they drew strength
loop. That on its own is a very
For the #1 reason,
and when a collective memory
good reason to care for the
We need to go back
for this particular piece of
park, but not the best.
before the park's
ground was forged.
formation to the
Tens of thousands flock to the
year 1846.
In 1864, the land of Bannerman
park over the course of a year,
Park
would be donated by
whether that's to lindy hop your
Governor
Alexander Bannerman
cares away or picnic with friends,
creating
the
first public park in the
to skate in the winter or learn to ride a
province. Some of the park's initial uses
bike on the summer. You've probably
apart from a green lung, were two
enjoyed a sweet hammock snooze
skating rinks and a hall for fancy
swaying in the warm summer
dress balls, more silly hats.
air, read a great book in that
quiet corner by the fountain,
In 1891, the city funded the
or played a game of softball
design and development
with work colleagues.
of the park as a formal
Victorian
Garden. In 1892,
I've personally seen
disaster
struck.
The Great
photoshoots of all occasions,
Fire
of
1892
was
by
far the
movies, documentaries, and
largest
city
wide
inferno
and
music videos being created. I've
more than 11,000 people were made
been witness to jugglers and tightrope
homeless in a matter of hours.
walkers learning new skills and to Hey
Rosetta! launching a new single live in the
park and broadcast around the globe
by the CBC.
Bannerman park is the natural gathering spot
at the end of the Pride Parade. It has been
the home of the Folk music Festival since its
inception in 1977 (except the year the park
was being renovated). Also very good reasons
to care for the park, but still not the best.

NEWS & OPINIONS

The ultimate reason to care for the park
requires some back story. We need to go
back before the park's formation to the year
1846. This was a year of funny hats worn
seriously, before the invention of the light
bulb, and the year of the second major fire to
devastate the city.

Once more, Bannerman Park was the focal
point for recovery, where thousands were
sheltered, where we regrouped and rebuilt.
The number one reason to pick up your
trash and place towels or blankets between
hammock ropes and the trees, the number
one reason to care for Bannerman Park, is
that it has always taken care of us.
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Best New Bay Restaurant

Brigus's Sea Salt & Thyme

Rod Delaney says his approach to their menu
was simple. "Chef first - then a menu built
from his or her strengths." That chef is Leanne
Vail, previously from Adelaide Oyster House
-- St. John's most beloved restaurant.
"Virtually everything is from Chef and
her Sous – weeks of ideas on paper and
cooked product were put in, and I couldn’t
be happier with the result. Pub food was
an obvious choice for myself, as this area
already had very strong and popular dining
options, so I figured another genre was
there to provide for."
The space they're in used to be a restaurant,
years ago. "It was literally waiting for its
resurrection," Delaney says. As a Gastropub,
Delaney felt Front of House staff was as
important as chef and space. Their Manager is

For what you'd pay at a Wendy's
or McDonald's drive thru,
you're getting a delectable
meal at Sea Salt and
Thyme. Everything
is between $9-14,
and includes items
like pork belly and
greens with rhubarb
glaze and split pea
puree (for brunch), a
chicken-savoury burger
with cranberry aioli or a
BBQ Pork Biscuit Sandwich
with horseradish mayo (for lunch),
or seared tuna with egg noodle, mushroom,
and orange ginger sauce (for supper).
For vegetarians, who
always struggle
with Bay Dining,
there's plenty
of options, like
a veggie lentil
burger with chili
mayo and pickled
onion. Much of the
menu is locally sourced,
including a nice beet salad using
beets from Brigus, and local Five
Brothers cheese.

Their menu conjures both Newfoundland
terroir and comfort food favourites. Its
offerings feel like fresh and local twists on
common favourites, and collectively offers a
range of options from hearty and meaty, to
lighter, brighter veggie options. It also offers
some pretty great deserts, like Oreo
fried donuts, or their take on
a whoopie pie (chocolate
brownie with blueberry
coulis & chocolate
avocado mousse).
As you'd
expect, being
based in
Brigus, the
menu is big on
blueberries. You'll
find them not just in the
fish cake chutney or the whoopie
pie, but in specials of the day, the blueberry &
chantilly sauce for their pancakes, and their
Blueberry BBQ Wings.
If you've been to Mallard Cottage and The
Grounds Cafe -- two food hotspots on the
fringes of St. John's -- Sea Salt and Thyme
feels like a marriage of the two in many
ways. Quaint settings, quality unpretentious
food, simple ingredients that speak for
themselves.

or "The Crooked Moose,"
which he jokes would have
been too problematic to
explain.
The restaurant offers either bar
seating or a separate dining room: you take
your pick, or eat wherever there's a free seat.
They're open for brunch and lunch,
11:30-3, then supper,
from 4-10.

As for the name of the restaurant,
it came down to Sea Salt and
Thyme, which conceptually fused
Brigus's heritage with fine dining,

Located on
1 Convent Lane
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seasaltandthyme.ca

T

Yes, it's as delicious as it sounds. Best
onion rings is no exaggeration, and that
touton beef burger has bacon and maple
syrup on it, so they can offer it for breakfast,
lunch, or supper.

Debbie Adams, formerly from Portobellos.
With her coming on board, Delaney says
everything was complete. "We now had
collectively 70–75 years of experience to offer
our co-workers."

THE HISTORY
Seasalt and Thyme was once
The Convent of Mercy, built in 1860
for the Mercy Sisters who came
from Ireland in 1861. From 1861 up
to 1991 a large number of Sisters
of Mercy were stationed in Brigus
and lived at the Convent. Since that
time the design team and architects
with great care and creativity have
reworked the space restoring its
original character and
architectural style.

LE

Dubbed "gourmet pub food
without the gourmet price tag,"
this new gastropub is just that.
Sea Salt and Thyme is home to
the province's best onion rings
-- pickled onions in a buttermilk
dredge! -- and a beef burger
whose buns are toutons.

BY CHAD PELLEY

.org

FOOD & DRINK

BELLISSIMO!

New Italian
Bistro &
Espresso
Bar in the
Neighbourhood
BY LAUREN POWER

Bellissimo — the name means
"the most beautiful”, but Joey
Bellissimo, owner-and-operator
of Bellissimo Bistro and Espresso
Bar, is trying to keep it humble.
“We're just a family-owned-and-run
restaurant trying to share what we know
and love,” he says. Bellissimo was born in
Toronto and moved to St. John’s in 2002. “My
dad is a full-blooded Italian from Toronto… his
parents are from a little town in Calabria, Italy,
and moved to Toronto in the early fifties,” says
Bellissimo. “My mom’s a Newfoundland girl …
Chance Cove,Trinity Bay. Both my mother and
father work here with me. I've always been
proud of both my heritages and appreciate them
greatly,” says Bellissimo. “They helped
shape who I am.”
Bellissimo says that he
hopes his experiences as a
proud gay man help make
a place where everybody
feels comfortable, with its
neighbourhood restaurant
style. And, hey, gender
neutral washrooms! Any
favourite items on the menu?

FOOD & DRINK

“I'm a big veal fan,” says Bellissimo,
laughing. “The Veal Parmesan is
amazing.”
“People have been dying for the
breakfast pizza and cannolistuffed French toast,” says
Bellissimo, of their signature
brunch dishes. The breakfast pizza
features eggs poached in tomato sauce,
on a pizza crust topped with a mozzarella
cheese blend and peameal bacon, ham, or
Italian sausage. For dessert, or with a cup
of espresso, there’s classic Italian pastries
with big flavour, like Chambord-marinated
strawberry ricotta-filled cannoli. “Also the
lunch pizza is a great seller, along with the
lasagna,” says Bellissimo. “We make our
own crust and it's a three-day process. We
also make the pasta for the lasagna fresh
for each batch.”
For food-sensitive types, the restaurant
offers gluten-free and vegetarian options,
as well. "Everything is made in house from
scratch,” says Bellissimo. “Our main goal is to
make everyone feel at home when they visit
us and to serve fresh, affordable, authentic
Italian meals. I want people to experience the
amazing things I did growing up.”
Bellissimo is open daily for brunch at 123
Quidi Vidi Road (Monday to Friday, 7:30 11:45; Saturday and Sunday 8:00 1:45), lunch (Monday to Friday,
12:00 - 3:30; Saturday
and Sunday 1:00 - 3:30)
and dinner (Tuesday to
Saturday, 5:00 - 9:00).
Call (709) 221-3048,
find them on Facebook
at Bellissimo Bistro &
Espresso Bar, or Instagram
@bellissimobistro.
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SHORT STORIES | SEPTEMBER

NON-FICTION | SEPTEMBER
ART | JUNE
CHILDREN | APRIL

MIDDLE COVE BEACH

FICTION | OCTOBER

J. MOREAU & FILS PETIT CHABLIS ($27.97)
The J. Moreau & Fils Petit Chablis ends up being just that, a smaller,
slighter version. This is a perfectly drinkable glass of white wine,
but there is far less of the striking stoniness and flintiness you get
from the big boys. Nothing to wow you, but a suitable
accompaniment to a good fi a chi.

NON-FICTION | AUGUST

WILLIAM FEVRE CHABLIS ($32.23)
William Fevre is one of the top producers of Chablis. Their basic “Chablis” gives
a clear indication what the fuss is about, it’s chalky, saline, sturdily framed with acid.
There is some citrus, meyer lemon maybe, and a little butteriness
and fullness in the mouth that suggest some portion of the blend
spent some time in wood. Calls for halibut.

BREAKWATERBOOKS.COM

FICTION | MAY

IPA?

IPAs, or India Pale Ales, are a hoppy subtype of the pale ale
style of beer, noted for their relative bitterness, and generally
citrusy, or tree-resin notes.

NON-FICTION | MARCH

of fish. But they are getting pricey with demand far exceeding supply. We could drink
Premier Cru Chablis every day for the rest of our life and never tire of it, something we
can’t say for any other wine. Chablis wines are such a perfect match for seafood, they are
of particular interest to we Newfoundlanders.

FICTION | SEPTEMBER

Owing to ever increasing demand, the area under vines that can be deemed “Chablis” has
expanded tenfold since the end of the second World War. The better Chablis wines come
from the original region, that core distinguished by their Kimmeridgean soils; a mixture of
limestone, clay, and fossilized oyster shells. Radiating outward the soils are Portlandian,
the same approximate muddle of dirt but less decomposed. The best sites are identified
as Grand Cru and Premier Cru. Wasn’t so long ago mere mortals could occasionally
splash out on the former, and buy the latter when they had scored a particularly fine piece

FICTION | MAY

Chablis is perhaps the purest expression of
the Chardonnay grape. Generally untouched by
oak barrels these wines communicate terroir with starling
directness. You get mostly minerals: a taste described variously
as “gun flint,” “steel and hay,” or ”wet stone.”

IPAs may go down with a tongue-rasping, citrusy bitterness, but it turns
out they’re gentler on the liver. This style of beer being so hopped up on hops
is a good thing, and the the latest support for this claim is coming from German’s
Friedrich Schiller University Jena. It’s preliminary, but the research indicates that
“hops content in [hoppier] beer is at least in part responsible for the less damaging
effects of these beer on the liver” relative to liquor, lagers, etc. In their study, 3
groups of mice each drank hoppy beer, OR beer without hops, OR straight ethanol
(the alcohol in booze). The livers from all 3 groups were inspected, and the IPA-drinking mice had less fat
buildup in their livers. The study also suggested that hops may lower the formation of compounds called
reactive oxygen species, which can damage the liver. Given that all beers have hops in them, to varying
degrees, the research falls in line with the general knowledge that hard booze is harder on the body than
beer is. Hops may explain why. As for the study’s subjects, sure, mice aren’t humans, but give this one
to the IPA lovers, who have to hear their favourite beer be slammed by those who have yet to acquire a
taste for the trending craft beer favourite du jour. IPAs have become the most common heavily hopped
beer, and now that people are hooked, there’s not only a market of hoppier “West Coast Style” IPAs,
but even double IPAs, catering to the craze for these hazy, grapefruity, floral, piney-resinous wonders.

POETRY | APRIL

FIND THEM
IN THE FRANCE
SECTION

ART | JULY

Chablis Worth Your Dime
at the NLC BY L.P.

IPAs are Easier on the Liver
Than Other Beers and Liquors

FOOD & DRINK

BY EMILY DEMING
The Third Place
Cocktail Co. will not
rest on their laurels
(or elderflowers, or
lemon grasses). After their initial
(and stupendous) Tonic they just
couldn’t leave the non-gin drinkers
dry and went on to produce Ginger
Rose and Elderflower for whiskey
and vodka cocktails.
But what about the beer drinkers? What
about the children?! It is now high cabin and
patio season and beer is having a renaissance
moment in Newfoundland with new breweries
popping up like lupins along the byways.
Dan Meades and Kristopher Smith, the master
flavour-makers behind The Third Place,
have cracked the radler code. A radler is the
german cousin to the english shandy. Both are
part beer and part lemonade or soda. There is
a wide variety, but radlers are citrus-y, a little
sweeter than plain beer, and generally have a
lower alcohol content.
The Third Place’s newest product has
nailed the citrus, brought sweet out more
as a flavour or spice than a sugar, and has
completely solved that low alcohol problem.
It comes as a concentrate and is added, one
shot per yer beer. Like their other products,
this is meant to be a simple addition to your

With a lighter beer the result is bright and
pleasing. Meades and Smith have taken two
dozen ingredients from around the world and
spent the larger part of a year perfecting how
to treat each to best suit its inherent grace.
Meades describes it as “citrus, floral and herbal
... we do an awful lot of the work for you.”
They use all parts of four citrus fruits
(grapefruit, orange, lemon, lime) with a
special cold steeping process for the zest. The
cinchona bark base originated for their classic
tonic is still there, but citrus is the body, with
the fruit joined by lemon verbena, lemon balm
and lemongrass. Like a perfumer, these guys
layer the flavours and smells in non-intuitive
but ultimately cohesive ways.
Vervain has serious sunny day cred since it,
like earth’s yellow sun itself, repels vampires,
and also bedstraw (hay) and hops flowers
for a visceral evocation of summer. There
is wintergreen and eucalyptus to refresh as
you drink, and leaves of black currant and
raspberry.

THE CREATION OF YELLOWBELLY’S
NEWEST SEASONAL,
BIG LAND LAGER
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Labrador Tea is a common
enough sight in the hills
around St. John’s. Shrubs
bearing clusters of white
flowers, the furry underside
of the plant’s leathery leaves
make it easily discernible
from the toxic sheep laurel,
sometimes known as lambskill, which tends to grow in
the same areas. They are in
fact both members of the
Ericaceae family, along with
things like rhododendrons and
crowberries.

To add warmth and sweetness on the tongue
without having to make it a “sugar bomb”
Meades explains they used fenugreek, which
breastfeeding parents know as a supplement
that increases flow and makes your sweat
smell like maple syrup. This may sound like
a good-witch’s medicine but, all told, it tastes
like a monk’s dream.
Like their other products, it can be used with
just soda water for a non-alcoholic treat;
unlike their other products, it isn’t as good on
its own as a tiny sip of magic elixir. To punch
a whole pint with flavour the Radler is quite
concentrated. After trying it properly mixed
into a cold pint, and also casually topped into
a tallboy tinny of MGD as I floated downriver
on an inner-tube, I suggest proper ratios and
stirring. But it does make a cheap beer hit the
high notes.
FROM THIRD PLACE

Mix 1oz of Radler with your favourite lager, pilsner, or light ale
to make a light, refreshing radler. The product hit shelves across
the country and our online store in July.

FOOD & DRINK

LABRADOR TEA IN BEER?

Traditionally consumed as “bush
tea,” Labrador Tea does have its own
dangers, namely the terpenoid ledol and
grayanotoxins present in the
plant, albeit in relatively
low doses. For this
reason Yellowbelly
brewmaster Liam
McKenna had
reason to pause
and think very hard
about the idea he
and Jeremy Charles
were discussing over
an after work pint one
evening a couple of
years back.
Bantering and brainstorming about new
ideas for products with innovative use of
local botanicals, Charles had suggested
brewing with Labrador Tea might be
interesting. Certainly, concurred Liam, but
also dangerous if not processed right. The
challenge proved irresistible, and many
moons later Big Land Lager has finally
been released for public enjoyment.

30 years
of craft
brewing
and some
great
connections
at the
biochemistry
department of the
University of Guelph made Liam the right
person to pull this beer off. Research was
done on how to safely remove any toxins
from the plant while keeping the flavour,
though in a less bitter form than the bush
tea made with the leaves.
A balanced and drinkable beer is of the
utmost importance to Liam, so rather
than being bonked over the head with
over the hop herbal flavour, the tang
of the plant is mild, registering citrus,
mint, and pine notes. It’s a highly
sessionable beer.
Semintha Nutraceuticals
contributed local birch
sap, which was used
instead of water in the
mash, deepening
the foresty aroma
of the beer and
providing a wealth
of micro nutrients
for the yeast to feed
on while brewing.
The final result is a pale,
golden ,straw coloured
lager which is clean, light, and
summery. The combination of the sap and
the Labrador Tea leaves may well be a
first, though historically the leaves have
been used in brewing along with or in the
place of hops.
Big Land Lager will be available on tap
and in bottles at Yellowbelly, and select
NLC locations, while quantities last.
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PHOTOS: FELICITY ROBERTS / LIAM MCKENNA

Make Your
Next Beer
Radder
with Third
Place’s
Radler

alcohol of choice. Their radler works best in
light lagers, pilsners, or wheat ales. If your
beer is already bitter or hoppy the radler can
emphasize that; it's still delicious but quite a
specific pleasure.

SNOFF: DRUGS AND ALCOHOL IN NL WITH DAVID KEATING

OXYCONTIN THEN, FENTANYL NOW
THE SECOND DECADE OF THE OPIOID CRISIS
On May 29th, after a spike
in Fentanyl overdoses and
deaths, the Liberal government
announced new measures to
combat the arrival of this latest
drug in the province.
A partnership between the City of St. John’s,
the province, Eastern Health, and community
groups – as well as the introduction of
potentially life-saving Naloxone kits used in
the case of overdose – were the initiatives
highlighted in a press release.
In this confabulation between government,
health services, and community resources
to address an already deadly spate of drug
overdoses, there are echoes of the OxyContin
crisis of the past decade.
In 2004, eight deaths prompted an inquiry
and report into recommendations to stem the
tide of preventable overdose in the province.
Tree Walsh, current Coordinator for SWAP –
The Safe Works Access Program - returned
from Toronto in 2004 just as the government
release its report on OxyContin.
“The issues around OxyContin have never
gone away,” says Walsh. “And Fentanyl is just
the next chapter in the same crisis. Fentanyl,
like OxyContin, is the flavour of the week.
That’s the current issue. Next year it may be
something different. But it is an opioid crisis.”
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The establishment of SWAP was one
of the items implemented based on
recommendations from the 2004 OxyContin
report. With its emphasis on a philosophy of
"harm reduction," SWAP offers drug users a
safe way to acquire and dispose of needles
and represents a shift away from what Walsh
calls the "punitive model of care."

13 years after the release of the report on
the OxyContin crisis, Walsh has seen some
gains in the awareness of harm reduction
in the health care system. However, certain
aspects of the punitive model remain. For
example, if you are a drug user, paradoxically,
using drugs will get you ejected from the
methadone program.

“The report, in essence, says implement harm
reduction as an approach to addictions,” says
Walsh. “Not in those words, but it calls for a
needle exchange to start … it calls
for street outreach programs
… it calls for a methadone
clinic. And it took Eastern
Health about six years to
get that off the ground.
And it called for a medical
detox.”

Aside from the loss of the regular detox
program, Walsh says other major gaps remain
from the OxyContin findings.

Walsh says it was
approximately 10 years
before Eastern Health
implemented the medical detox
recommendation. However, in exchange, the
regular detox program was eliminated.
“Access to detox in St. John’s right now is a
problem because it’s medical now,” says Walsh.
“The folks who don’t need medical detox are
forced to go through that process. So they have
to go to the Waterford to get into the detox on
the weekend. It’s become so convoluted. But
that’s where Eastern Health is.”

“To this day SWAP is the only
needle exchange in the
province. We do have an
office in Corner Brook.
But the rest of the
province is in dire need in
terms of harm reduction
services.”
SWAP will mail out needles
to the rest of the province, but
the service lacks the ability to talk
to someone face to face. Funding for SWAP,
originally $50,000 for the entirety of its
operations, did see some increase in
its first years.
“Somewhere along the way, the increases
stopped,” says Walsh. “But the costs keep
rising, so the situation being now we have an
underfunded safe works access program not
meeting the needs of people. But doing the

With Fentanyl
showing up in cocaine
and pills, it is not only
intravenous drug users
who are at risk of
overdoses.
best we can with what
we’ve got.”
With Fentanyl showing up in
cocaine and pills, it is not only
intravenous drug users who are at risk of
overdoses. And more overdoses are coming
says Walsh. “Next it’s the George street
partiers. Because Fentanyl is being cut into
everything. While deaths make the news, the
overdoses don’t.”
Pop-up Naloxone tents will be at community
events this summer like The Regatta and
The Folk Festival giving away kits. 1200 kits
arrived in the province in May, with 600 given
to the health care authorities and 400 to
SWAP.
“400 have been given out and SWAP has
given out about 370 of them,” says Walsh. “So
the uptake within the health care authorities
seems to be glacially slow.”
For Walsh, changing perceptions of Naloxone
is part of this current public outreach. “This
is like first aid. If you know anyone who uses
any drug – the George Street crowd, ecstasy,
anything that they’re doing – get a kit.”

Read the 2004 OxyContin
Task Force Final Report here:
health.gov.nl.ca/health/publications/
oxycontin_final_report.pdf

PEOPLE

Reading Bones like Braille
Dr. Mant Unlocking History
Via Fishermen’s Bones

THE BULL HORN

YOUR RANTS, CONFESSIONS
& MISSED CONNECTIONS.

BY CHRIS DONALDSON

SHARE YOURS @ THEOVERCAST.CA/BULL-HORN

Dr. Madeleine Mant’s recent procurement
of a Banting fellowship is a first for MUN’s
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences,
and, she’s only the second Banting fellow
ever to be named at Memorial University.

WHO IS THIS ACE MY HUSBAND
IS LOOKING FOR?
“Hello. Have you seen my husband? 5
foot 6, a brunette and blanket hog and
a bit of a gambling addict to tell you
the truth. He said something about
chasing an Ace, and flew out the door
with a coat in hand before I could ask
him who this Ace was. He seemed to
imply if he didn’t go and find this “Ace”
fellow someone else would beat him
to it. So what? Has my husband left me
for a man named Ace, and if so, why do
I get the feeling his disappearance was
financially driven, somehow. We live
comfortably, I thought.” – HATES THE ACE

The Banting Post-doctorate Fellowship Program has a pretty simple goal of finding the brightest
PhDs in the country and giving them funding ($70,000 for 2 years of research), so they can improve
the country in some meaningful way, be it economic growth or the advancement of knowledge in
their field. Her research areas are pretty interesting: “palaeopathology, bioarchaeology, and medical
history,” in other words, studying bones to interpret history. Because bones don’t lie, or fudge the
truth, the way history can.
As it stands, the history of health records has primarily focussed on the health experiences of the
elite, who could afford quality healthcare, and whose lines of work were relatively safer. As a result,
history neglected to capture in words the health experience of the hardworking folks whose handson work sustained societies, like the Newfoundland fisherman.
People couldn’t afford private physicians, often trucked on untreated, or they relied on volunteer
hospitals (receiving lesser care, and scantier paper trails medical records). There is far less
information on these people’s experience with healthcare, so Dr. Mant is reading their bones to fill in
gaps in the history of health for this demographic.

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
“Don’t yell at your kids in a grocery
store, to the point that all the other
customers are giving each other uneasy
looks. Don’t yell at your kids. I know
you were probably frazzled or harried
or just too damn warm, but don’t
yell at your kids! Parenting is easy. I
don’t understand why so many find it
so difficult. Respect your kids. They’ll
respect you. Period.” – NICOLE

Fractures leave marks on bones, marks like scars that have a story. The busy working class ignored
many ailments, like coughs, cuts, or infections, but fractures that prevented people from working or
walking simply couldn’t be ignored, so they sought treatment for fractures, leaving a trail of hospital
records for Dr. Mant, and it turns out that finger, toe, and rib fractures were the most common.
Her research has allowed her discern a history of activities. An excess of broken hand and nasal
bones in this sector of people indicates a history of brawling among the working class in London, or
else, a love of boxing. Females more frequently fractured their ankles; a common finding in modern
day female athletes, so what were these women up to?
A history of injury patterns of the past, both recreational and occupational, can tell us a lot of what
has changed or what hasn’t in terms of social and cultural and occupational behaviours. It can also
reveal an increase in the types of things people now go to hospital for, since, in the past, hospital
records indicate visits were primarily for bone fractures.

BRIDGE THE ‘I SAW YOU’ GAP

Her Banting project is officially titled “Stories in Sailors’ Bones,” and to complete it, she’s studying
the bones of 18th and 19th century sailors. Conveniently, she had two piles of bones available to her:
a lot from Admiral Nelson’s Navy at the Royal Naval Hospital in the U.K., and a lot from the Royal
Naval Hospital in Newfoundland (circa 1725-1825).
Comparing the bone breaks of both Newfoundland- and London-based fisherfolk may well reveal
parallels of the lifestyle, and better inform our understanding of “North Atlantic life” during this
important historical time of trans-Atlantic trade and the colonisation of our province.

PEOPLE

PHOTO: ANTHROPOLOGY.UTORONTO.CA

Knowing how historical health-related events affected the lifestyles and activities of people in the
past, particularly the poor, illuminates the stories of previously underrepresented individuals, and
how increased access to healthcare for all factions of society may have changed society.

“We crossed paths on that suspension
bridge on the East Coast Trail, La
Manche. Glad you kinda lingered there.
Shy glances, no words, maybe if we
weren’t with respective friends, maybe,
I dunno, but those looks were leveling.
Why am I still thinkin’ ’bout you, Mr.
Blue Tee in a white cap?” – WHAT NOW?

MISS YOU NOT CATCHING ME
STARING
“School’s out for summer, what a
bummer. Miss staring at your reflection
in Mrs. X*$X!’s math class window,

and wondering about you. In some
meaningful way. Complicated like
calculus.” – TAKEN LIKE A BREATH

UM, ST. JOHN’S, BE
GENTLERMEN
“Hi there. I’m a 31 year old tourist just
trying to enjoy your town. Day 1: My Air
BnB host was attractive, yes, but utterly
inappropriate with the flirting to the point
of, ‘if you need some company later, you
have my number, *winkyface*.’ Is there
hidden cams in here creepazoid? Lol. At
least there was a copy of The Overcast
and I found The Bullhorn! Night 2, I dip
into your local Tinder offerings, and what
a hellhole that is, unless you’re in the
market for some very desperate and
forward men being clear they just want
your body, and hey, here’s some pics of
my junk. Night 3: I’m at one of your nicer
restaurants, and this man is treating the
waitress like he owns her and can say
inappropriate things like she’s not doing
a job of serving food, but rather, of letting
him get his rocks off. Just, in general,
a lack of respect for women here, or at
least, a lack of grace in interacting with
them. That doesn’t turn a gal on. Sorry.
Nice puffins and street names though!” –
FROM MAINE WITH LOVE

A GOOD DATING EXPERIENCE
“As much as I think that you might end
it at any given time, I have to say thank
you for making me believe in dating
again. Thank you for not pressuring me
to sleep with you. Thank you for not
faking it with good morning and good
night texts only to stop once you get
what you want. Thank you for being
honest. My heart might end up hurting
because of you, but thank you for not
giving me a single reason to think badly
of you.” – GRATEFUL
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Google It Local Woman

Miss Teen's
Big Dreams

Raking in $60 Billion a Year
for Google
Memorial
University's
Alumna of the
Year award went
to Catherine
Courage this year.

rage a
named Cgou Star
10 Risin

Courage is the vice president of ads and
commerce user experience at Google Inc.,
where she leads a team of 300 employees
in 4 countries. Her department is Google's
economic engine: it rakes in more than $60
billion in annual revenue. You could say she's
a big deal. In 2014, she was named one of the
Top 50 Most Powerful Women in Technology
by the National Diversity Council.
Since making the big move to San
Francisco's famed tech mecca, Silicon
Valley, she trailblazed her way to Google
via headturning leadership positions at
companies like DocuSign, Citrix, Oracle, and
Salesforce.com.
During that trailblazing, Courage was
recognized as one of Silicon Valley’s Top 40
Under 40. In 2013, she made Forbes' list of Top
10 Rising Stars at The World’s Most Innovative
Companies. That same year, Silicon Valley
Business Journal named her a top woman of
influence in tech. Her work on design thinking
has been featured in Harvard Business
Review, The Wall Street Journal, and TEDx.
She is a board member for the Fortune
500 Company, and a sought-after speaker
who frequently presents on the topics of
creativity, innovation, and design.
She has been actively involved with Clinton
Global Initiatives for Girls, which "works
toward a world where more girls and
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The Cutler
Foundation

women can achieve full
participation in all aspects
of life," as well as being
involved with TechWomen
and TechWomen Canada,
which " empowers,
connects and supports
the next generation
of women leaders in
science, technology,
engineering and
mathematics ."

Alyssa Cutler, recently crowned
Miss Teenage Avalon, is using her
time and tiara to give her new
foundation a boost.
To win the contest, Cutler had
to show proof of leadership,
community involvement, and
volunteering. "I had to have a
platform that I could promote
and build on. My platform is the
importance of family."

Courage has spoken to Memorial’s Faculty
of Medicine and the Genesis Centre on the
need for more women in leadership, and
recently shared her expertise with the NL
Association of Technology Industries (NATI)
through engagements such as the Women
in Technology Group.
Wherever she's worked, she's be known for
transforming corporate cultures to focus on
creativity and customer-focused innovation.
Google is no exception, and she's been
loving the flexibility Google gives employees
to spread their wings and shine, as they
pursue their big ideas.

"She was diagnosed with breast cancer 6 years
ago. The cancer spread to her bones, and 5
years later it took her life. My mom was always
a family woman. Growing up we would take
family vacations, creating some of the best
memories I have today. I would love to do the
same thing for another family."

Recently, she told the CBC that being a
Newfoundlander has helped her career.
Newfoundlanders are more people-focussed
than most, and this bred into her an approach
of focusing on co-workers as much as the
task at hand, to build efficient and effective
teamwork. Her insight into understanding
people no doubt motivated the book she cowrote too, Understanding Your Users.
Courage stays connected to her home
province as a member of the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador’s Private Sector
Advisory Committee for the development of
the Business Innovation Agenda. Which could
explain all of the utterly impressive, worldleading stories of tech innovation coming
out of the province lately. In fact, she was
back home recently as a guest speaker for
"Accelerating Innovation," a weeklong event
where innovators and startups talked about
ways to boost tech innovation and revenues
in our province.

And that's precisely what the Jennifer A. Cutler
Foundation aims to do. Cutler says its main
goal is to send a family, with either the mother
or father going through cancer treatments, on
a family vacation.
The destination will be Disney
World. "Disney is a family spot
for everyone of all ages,"
Cutler says. "Growing
up, my parents took my
brother and me to Disney
world. It was the best
experience I had traveling.
Looking back at the

So Disney seemed like a suitable place to
send a family. "We are extremely close to our
fundraising goal, to be able to send a family
away. We are hoping our fake prom event will
reach our goal."
The Fake Prom fundraiser is an all ages
event taking place Oct. 7th, at the Knights of
Columbus. "We want people to break out their
fancy clothes and old suits and come out for a
dance and have good time."

Money has been raised in various ways,
from donations, to two annual tea
parties in the spring. "One in
Centerville (where my mother
It was family
was born) and one in St.
tragedy that inspired
Johns. We held our first ones
her to co-found the
last spring. We are now selling
Jennifer the A. Cutler
tickets on a quilt."
Foundation.

It was family tragedy that inspired
her to co-found the Jennifer the A. Cutler
Foundation. "The Foundation is a family-based
charity that was inspired from my mom,
Jennifer Cutler," Alyssa says.

PHOTO: LINKEDIN.COM/IN/CATHERINECOURAGE

To quote MUN's press
release, "If you Googled
Forbes
Top
Memorial’s Alumna of the
Year Award recipient for
2017, Catherine Courage,
an executive at that very same technology
corporation - would be the top result."

pictures with Cinderella and Mickey Mouse
I can't help but smile."

Currently, Cutler says they're giving
"Love and Care Baskets" out to cancer
patients. "The baskets are full of goodies
for the cancer patient and the entire family.
These baskets go out across the province. A
member of our board of directors personally
gives out the baskets."
Her inherent interest in charities and
community spirit are what drove her to enter
the pageant in the first place. "I love getting
involved in the community, and this was
a way I could do that. By entering, I got to
learn about different events and charities that
happened all over the province."
Cutler is representing Newfoundland at
the Miss Teenage Canada National pageant
coming up this August. " There's a lot to
do leading up to the competition," she
says, including fundraising efforts for
charities, attending events in
line with her platform, being
graded on her social media
presence, as well as her
blog on the Miss Teenage
Canada website, and
preparing an essay, a
talent, and a speech
about her platform.

Visit jenniferacutler.ca to learn more about the Jennifer the A. Cutler Foundation

PEOPLE

NEW!

Tilly Tally Subscription Boxes

SUPPORT
LOCAL
& SURPRISE
YOURSELF!
Why just read about local stuff, when
you could be holding it in your hands?
For years, The Overcast has successfully promoted the
products of local entrepreneurs and artists through articles
and awards. Tilly Tally will go one step further in letting people
actually sample the things we write about.
WHAT'S IN THE BOX?
Every month subscribers will receive a Tilly Tally box
with 3-4 amazing local products and a copy of that latest print
issue of The Overcast. Subscribers won't know what's in each
month's Tilly Tally Box until they open it. That's half the fun!

$35

MONTH

HURRY!
We're capping September's subscription
box to the first 150 folks to sign up.

tillytally.ca
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Mary MacDonald's Message

BY CHAD PELLEY

PHOTO: APRIL WHITE

NEW FOUNDATION + LIFE
CELEBRATION PLANNED
FOR MARY
A new foundation has been
launched in Mary's name
through Eastern Edge Gallery, to
commemorate its past Director,
community leader, curator and
dear friend. The Mary MacDonald
Foundation will support
independent curatorial projects.
To donate to the foundation, send
a cheque made payable to Eastern
Edge Gallery, that clearly states
it is for the Mary MacDonald
Foundation. Alternatively you
can donate throughcanadahelps.
org/dn/6469. Select the Mary
MacDonald Foundation from the
droplist of options. There will be
a public celebration of her life
on September 3rd. The event will
take place 6:30pm at the Geo
Centre. For more information, visit
maryflorence.ca

5 or 6 years ago,
I whined to Mary
MacDonald that
I was being
irresponsible to
have left a job
to write another
book. She took
something out of
her pocket and pinned it on
my coat. A little black badge
that said Art = Work. A smile
on her face like, shut up, and
don't forget it.
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Art = Work. Valuable work. Work
that's good for the economy,
work that enriches local
culture, and work that makes
us stop, broaden our hearts
and minds, identify with each
other, unite us against issues
affecting us all, and shape a
better world.
Mary had a way of bringing art's
necessity and worth out of the vague
nebula in which it exists for many of us,
and making it feel necessary, healthy, and
invigorating to engage with. Good, topical
art can generate urgent, meaningful, and
productive discussion on big societal issues.
People like Mary who did it all -- curation,
arts writing, art making, arts admin, festival
planning, organization founding -- are a
valuable community commodity: they're a
vessel by which to help the public engage with
The Arts and make it exciting, or accessible,
or whatever a person needs it to be, to get

out of their house and go see an exhibit or a
reading or a dance party fundraiser.
But ultimately, what Mary pushed for in her
writing for The Overcast was freedom of
the artist, and a way for them to escape the
bounds of whatever might shackle true art's
production. In our very first issue, Mary wrote
about the importance of a space like Eastern
Edge that allows for "The Artist-Run Life,"
explained like this:
"A group of artists are sitting around a kitchen
table. A bottle of wine cracked. They start
talking. They imagine a place of their own, a
place to show the kind of work that they want
to make, without rules, without the need to
satisfy trends, collectors, museums. A place
where they get to call the shots, a place about
now, right now, all the time now ... and in the
morning after everyone had said everything
that had to be said, they would get up and do
it all over again."
Mary moved here, saw the promise of the
place and its artists, and wondered, with

articulation, how artists could reach their full
potential here. Her own efforts centred on
engaging emerging artists to pursue their
creative impulses; defending the sanctity
of unadulterated curation in places like The
Rooms; and advocating for better funding and
infrastructure to support artists here, namely
to keep bright minds and discussions in the
province. In May 2016's print issue, she wrote,
"I came to St. John’s in 2008. At that time the
trickle down oil effect was being celebrated
around kitchen tables as Newfoundland and
Labrador’s big break. Residents revelled in
being a “have” province and those of us in the
cultural community waited with baited breath
on what that could mean for us.
"As the years went by, I came to recognize
St. John’s, and NL more broadly, as a very
transitory place. Artists came for school, studio
space, or their first big break, but many would
eventually hit the wall. There are only so many
jobs in arts admin, only so much money in
the grants system, and only so many venues,
festivals, and galleries to support them.
COVER STORY

The Leaside FicTion conTesT
The compTon poeTry conTesT
The spa VisuaL arT conTesT
$3000 in prizes and
pubLicaTion in rF #28
deadLine: ocTober 1sT, 2017
enTry Fee: canada $25, us $30
& international $45. This includes one
year subscription to rF. make cheques
or money orders payable to Riddle Fence.
maiL submissions: riddle Fence
p.o. box 7092 sTn c st. John’s nL a1e 3y3

For compLeTe GuideLines emaiL
riddlefencecontest@gmail.com or visit

riddlefence.com
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The way Mary MacDonald threw her head back in a laugh, lost in it,
or savouring it, said everything about her: engage with life.

"This province lacks vision and the ability
to retain young professionals across the
board. So next time the province touts
the cultural industry as alive and well, I’d
encourage you to think about this list of 236
names who have taken their ideas, vision,
and creativity with them."

If art holds a mirror to the heartbeat of its
time, it seemed important to Mary that the
public was paying attention to modern art and
local artists. In the summer of 2014, Mary told
The Overcast she was working on curating
something that focussed on "what happens
in the space between artists and audiences ...
I love the idea of contemporary art as a part
of everyday life involving everyday people ...

The Arts are not a frivolous hobby, they're a
COVER STORY

too often people think art
isn’t for them, they won’t
get it."
Watching Facebook light up
with pictures and memories and
surges of nostalgia the week Mary
passed away felt like fitting celebration.
Or maybe recognition is the better word.
Admiration for the impact one person really
can make on their community, in a broad
sense, or on their friends and family in a more
profound sense. Mary left a mark on people.
It doesn't wash off. Whoever knew her will
fondly and forever wear this invisible tattoo.
The way Mary MacDonald threw her head
back in a laugh, lost in it, or savouring it, said
everything about her: engage with life. We lost
her at 32, but I like to think she got more out
of daily life, and did twice as much good work
in a year than most of us do. It makes her
early loss feel like a fuller life.
We're lucky she knew so many people and ran
in so many circles, so her Mary-ness rubbed

off in every nook and
cranny of our community.
Mary was proof people can
still think for themselves
and encourage others to
think harder, be better, and enact
change instead of just blindly raging.
It isn't even her astounding community
impact a lot of us are taking note of and
celebrating upon her death. Instead, it's that
light she had in her, that just went out on
us all. Whatever that was, it's something so
rare we miss it already. Community Building
aside, what a witty-funny-kind-fierce-smartand-riveting conversationalist.
She was the kind of bright, realistic
visionary that imparted critical thinking
and intelligence and influence into her
community, instead of just regurgitating
the opinion and ire of others. We needed
that. Goodbye, you model citizen. Thanks
for showing us all how to be, in a small
community like ours.
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KRISTA POWER

rich well of human expression, and
a discussion generator for what
ails society, and what brings
us together. In turn, artists
aren't lazy-arses looking for a
handout, they are hard-working
economic drivers. Newfoundland
and Labrador's Arts Sector generates
more than $400 Million a year, and it
employs a lot of people, and it feeds other
industries, from retailers selling arts and
crafts, to those doing PR for a dance festival
or set decoration on a film. Investment in
the arts = investment in our economy and
workforce.

PHOTOS: ANNA KATE NEWMAN /

"Though everyone tries their best,
squeezing pennies and starting
new projects, there comes a time
when many decide to go. Like
any other workers, artists will
move to develop their careers and
unfortunately (for us) Newfoundland
and Labrador was not where they
saw that happening. "But why not? Below is
a partial list of 236 artists who have moved
on in recent years. It is not perfect, nor is it
meant to be a memorial, more a statement
of potential. But imagine if we could stop the
brain drain, imagine how rich our communities
and economies could be.

Worth
Your Dime
Select Events for August. For more events, visit
our add-your-own event listings at theovercast.ca/events

AUGUST 7 - 12 @ THE LSPU HALL
Local comedian and improviser Mike
Hammond is launching a new comedy
festival in St. John’s. The Braxton Comedy
Festival will run from August 7th-12th
at the LSPU Hall. Emerging out of the
ashes of the Yuk Yuk’s closure, the new
festival will highlight established local
talent as well as offer workshops and
stage time to emerging voices. The fest’s
featured comedians include Paul Warford,
(Just for Laughs, Yuk Yuk’s), Nicole
Downton (Serious XM Radio, Yuk Yuk’s),
Halfhandsome Sketch (Almost Baymous),
Stanley Braxton Improv Co. (*blank* The
Musical, St. John’s Short Play Festival). A
highlight of the Festival will be the "My
First Festival Time (Stand-Up Challenge
Finale)" show hosted by Unpossible NL
and Night Out Productions. The evening’s
line up will be composed of fifteen 2017
Stand Up Challenge participants. This July,
the Stand Up Challenge invited anyone
(regardless of their experience level) to
write, practice, and perform five minutes of
standup comedy in a month. The "My First
Festival Time" set will showcase some of
the new voices who premiered their fresh
five-minutes at the Challenge’s weekly open
mic in July. Celebrated comedian, Stephen
Coombs (Just for Laughs, Serious XM
Radio, Yuk Yuk’s) will headline the Festival’s
closing night gala. The Gala will be his first
major performance since taking a twoyear hiatus from comedy to battle cancer.
Coombs said, “To return to stage with many
of my comedy friends who were there to
support me means the world to me!”

A highlight of the Festival will
be the My First Festival Time
(Stand-Up Challenge Finale)
show hosted by Unpossible NL
and Night Out Productions.
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VEG FEST 2017
AUGUST 19TH @ MAYOR AVENUE
REMAX CENTRE, 9-4.
Throughout North America, municipalities
from Nashville to Ottawa host an annual
VegFest to celebrate all things vegan,
vegetarian, and the relationship between
food and the environment. St. John's jumped
onboard last summer, and St. John's Veg
Fest 1 was attended by a whopping 2,500
foodies. Food vendors were shelled out
by day's end. Veg Fest 2 will take place
this August, fittingly, as Canada re-writes
its food guide to promote the health and
environmental benefits of Canadians
adopting a more plant-based diet. Festival
organizers say, “Vegans, vegetarians,
foodies, environmentalists, and veg-curious
attendees will have the opportunity to
celebrate delicious food, and discover the
countless benefits of a wholesome plantbased lifestyle." This year's festival will
feature "dozens of vendors showcasing
100% vegan products, delicious food,
adorable animals, amazing charities, an
impressive lineup of speakers, as well as
music, performers, and activities for kids."
Local guest speakers, growing and
established brands, community
organizations, and plenty of food will
be waiting for all in attendance. At the
time of this article being publishing, the
list of vendors and speakers was yet to
be finalized, but there will be interactive
discussions between these guests speakers
and the audience. A special panel on the
benefits and struggles on being vegan in
Newfoundland will also take place. Among
last year's food vendors were places like
Nourish Bakery and the Peaceful Loft.
"We are representing St. John’s in the Veg
Fest movement across North America,
as individuals and communities become
increasingly aware of the environmental
benefits of plant-based living. We’ll be
located next to the St. John’s Farmer’s
Market, and access to Veg Fest is FREE!"

Tuckamore
festival

C H A M B E R M U S I C
T O I N S P I R E

Two weeks of superb chamber
music with dynamic performances
by world-famous musicians and
talented emerging artists.

AUGUST 7-20, 2017
www.tuckamorefestival.ca

ILLUSTRATION: NADINE HODDER

BRAXTON COMEDY
FESTIVAL

SELECT EVENTS

Atlantic Place
Makes Arts
Space of
Vacant Space
BY LAUREN POWER

Seeing an empty storefront
in downtown St. John’s
is always a bummer for
residents and tourists
alike. But where some see
failure, others see grand
opportunity.
The first floor of Atlantic place is one such
place. After a period of vacancy, the first
floor corral (the former home of a Cora’s
franchise) is now the home of dedicated
public arts space.

The former restaurant
space has been
transformed into a
space for four temporary
resident artists, who will
be working, creating, and
cooperating in full view of
visitors, tenants and employees
of Atlantic Place.
The Atlantic Place arts space was born
out of necessity and good luck. The
project was created by Business and
Arts NL, a non-profit organization that
drives economic development and fosters
partnerships between our business and arts
communities.
When Templeton's closed last winter,
Business and Arts NL was stuck without a
studio space where artists could paint their
Come Play With Me pianos. “Our next piano
was destined for Atlantic Place, so it made
sense to try to process it on-site,” says
Bryhanna Greenough, Program Director at
Business & Arts NL. “Thankfully, Martek
(the company managing Atlantic Place) was

Local Artist John McDonald
Up for $20,000 Award, and Among
30 Canadians Capturing
“A Cross-section of Canadian Life”
BY EVA CROCKER

The national scale Kingston
Prize Portrait Competition
comes with a purse of $20,000.
Thirty finalists are chosen to
have their work included in
the award’s prestigious touring
exhibition. In addition to the
juried first place winner and
two honourable mentions,
visitors of the exhibit choose a
People’s Choice Winner.
“The Kingston Prize provides an opportunity
for Canadians to celebrate gifted artists in
a way that was not previously available.
THE ARTS

The interest from artists and the public has
grown exponentially since the inception of
the Kingston Prize in 2005,” Organizers of the
competition say.
Among this year’s finalists is local painter and
sculptor John McDonald, a Newfoundland and
Labrador Arts & Letters Awards winner, and
the 2015 winner of the Excellence in Visual
Arts Large Year Award.
McDonald received critical acclaim for his
2012 show John McDonald: You Don’t Know
Cold, which he completed during an Elbow
Room Residency at The Rooms. His work has
been displayed in Newfoundland, Quebec, and
Ontario, as well as in England and France.
"I found out Friday via e-mail while salmon
fishing in Salmonier River. I had just lost a fish
and so I decided to rest the pool and check my

receptive to the idea. After
moving one piano (and
another) into the space,
it was easy to visualize
how this temporary
piano-painting studio
could expand into something
that could address the lack of
affordable studio space in the city. At
the same time, the activity created some
interest and activity in an area that had been
unused for awhile.”
With that, Greenough started fleshing out
a proposal to present to Martek, a frequent
collaborator of Business & Arts NL. As
in-kind use of this space has been provided
by Martek, no rental fees will be charged to
artists using the space.
Through an application process, Business
and Arts NL sought out emerging and
professional artists. All four studio spots have
been awarded to artists for the period ending
August 31, 2017. The artists-in-residence
include Gary Johnston, Kelsey Una, Kimberly
Clarke, and Kevin-Barry Martin.

phone, that’s when I received the message
I had made the finals, so I went from being
totally defeated to elated,” McDonald said.
The competition invites Canadian
artists to depict a Canadian citizen
or landed immigrant in a portrait
based on a real life encounter.
Organizers explained the
competition aims to develop a
historical record of Canadians,
by Canadian artists. “Each
exhibition becomes a fascinating
snapshot of a cross-section of
Canadian life,” Organizers say.

Martin is a painter and sculptor from the
Southern Shore. “I am hoping to share my
passion for art with others and increase
the amount of time I spend creating,” says
Martin.“With time, I would like to gain
exposure and hope to live from my art.”
Though the spots are filled for the summer,
Business and Arts NL is still welcoming
project applications from artists of all
disciplines, including projects that would
use the space in different ways, from film
screenings to art exhibitions and more.
Meanwhile, Greenough recognizes that it
may not be a permanent solution. “Despite
all this awesomeness from local businesses,
I think it's important to say these spaces
I'm dealing in do not fit all of the needs of
all of our artists,” she says. “We do need
something more permanent in place where
artists are not simply invited guests, but
have more autonomy.”
For more information, contact Business
& Arts NL (businessandartsnl.com).

classic peephole/keyhole voyeurism. There’s
a feeling of being watched that I get when
standing in front of a peephole that makes me
think of how our digital communications are
being monitored,” McDonald said.
A panel of three judges
determined the 30 finalists,
whose work will now become
part of the national touring
exhibition. This year’s judges
included Sara Angel, Founder
and Executive Director of the
Art Canada Institute, Dr. Catharine
Mastin, Director of the Art Gallery of
Windsor and Adjunct Associate Professor
at the University of Windsor, and artist Glen
Priestly.

The competition
invites Canadian
artists to depict
a Canadian in a
portrait based
on a real life
encounter.

McDonald’s piece titled “Peephole” gives us
the slightly distorted view from a fish-eye
peephole in an apartment door. We see a
man who resembles McDonald standing in
the hallway, eyes cast down, waiting to be
accepted into the apartment. The painting
plays with the theme of art as voyeurism, it
places the viewer in the position of the person
behind the door, free to evaluate McDonald
without being seen.“I was staying at a hotel
room in Corner Brook Newfoundland and
Labrador when I took the photographs for this
painting. I was interested in drawing a parallel
between cell phone/online voyeurism and the

“The exhibition gives much needed public
exposure to talented Canadian artists,
while at the same time sparking interest,
conversation and inspiration in the visitors
attending the exhibitions,” Organizers said.
The exhibit runs from October 6th – 22nd
2017 in Firehall Theatre, Gananoque Ontario,
before moving to Peel Art Gallery Museum +
Archives where it will run from November 4th
through January 2018.
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BY SANDY MAY

Ribbon Tied is a 4 piece indiepunk band from St. John’s:
Pepa Chan on rhythm guitar/
lead vocals; Andrea McGuire
on bass/vocals, Jess Barry on
drums/vocals, and Joe Tucker
on lead guitar.
There’s growing excitement about the band
around town, and for good reason. Their
anticipated debut, Past Finding Out, places
Ribbon Tied alongside other local indiepunk bands like Hard Ticket, and Yee Grlz,
but the album ultimately veers away from
the genre early on.
Lead vocalist and songwriter Pepa Chan’s pop
instincts are too strong to slot Ribbon Tied
into that, or any one genre comfortably. The
catchy hooks, melodic harmonies, and jangly
rhythm guitar are actually reminiscent of
some favourite 90’s Canadian indie femaleled bands, like Plumtree, and Cub, or even
Halifax’s husband and wife duo Dog Day.
The opening track “Someone” sets the tone
of Past Finding Out with the lyrics:
“If I let go of this, will it ever come back, why
is it weird to think about all the bad why is it
okay for men to decide for us even when we
chose, there’s someone behind us.”
Chan, who originally hails
from Argentina, explains that
many of the songs on the album
talk about feminism and the
realities and challenges of
being a woman back home;
the depression and anxieties
that stem from this, and her
insecurities about being different,
an immigrant, a tomboy, and
learning to love all these parts
of herself.
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It’s this back and forth that keeps the album
interesting, while Chan’s songwriting is
strong enough to keep the album from
feeling discombobulated. Indeed, it’s an
acoustic anomaly; a folk song sung in
Spanish, that closes out the album.
Past Finding Out is contemplative,
melancholic, and even combative, at various
points, but ultimately maintains a lightheartedness with its group vocals, upbeat
drums, and guitars, and unpretentious
lyrics. It’s this combination of seriousness
and cleverness, of fine-tuned and
unpolished that makes Ribbon Tied one of
funnest live bands on the go right now.
It’s also an ideal fit for Jake Nicoll who
recorded, engineered, and mastered Past
Finding Out. Nicoll excels in the DIY scene
in part because he recognizes the right
amount of rough-around-the-edges and
good songwriting. I do think 10 tracks
would have served the album better than
11, as might have dialing back lead guitar
and group vocals at various points.
Taken as a whole, though, it’s a great debut
from an exciting new band on the scene. Get
out and catch Ribbon Tied at their album
release Friday, August 4th at the Fat Cat with
guests Hard Ticket, Family Video, and the
Newish Klezmer Ensemble.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/PARKDAYNL

Ribbon Tied's
Past Finding
Out a Great
Debut

The next track, “Not the Regular Kind,”
reflects this jumble of feelings, while “In
This Hole” is straightforwardly defiant. “Tall
Tales” is an unexpected mid-tempo number
that announces itself with twangy country
guitar, and the next track, “Kyekue’s Song”
(a previously released single in 2016), is a
straightforward indie-punk number.

Get Some
Sun on Ya

Park Day's
Beach Day
BY BRAD PRETTY

Newfoundland has had a
surprisingly great summer (I’m
totally jinxing it just by typing
these words). We’ve been blessed
by some iceberg loving deity,
who prefers sun smattered fields

as the Rick-toting bass player from the live
lineup of Bleu - but he’s not standing in the
background here. Both the aforementioned
Beach Day EP and the Sentient RPM reflect
an independent knack for songwriting. While
there’s certainly echoes of the Bleu sound
(Marcus McLaughlin drums here),
it’s a separate entity with a well-defined
identity. Think of them as siblings.
The 4 songs on Beach Day are standout
pop tracks. Recorded by seasoned vet Krisjan
Leslie at his Lab of Chaos during the fall of 2016,
it’s a multidimensional pulse towards each hook.
Each song is reliant towards that end; towards
a resolution of sound. They take many twists
and turns to get there, whether it’s traversing
through horn-filled exploits or airy jaunts off into
more exploratory territory. Tailored towards that
dynamic brand of indie rock, it’s polished and
friendly, groovy and colourful.

and cool breezes and we must

On the other hand, there’s the Sentient RPM,
recorded by McLaughlin during February
sorry if I’ve angered the gods
2017 in much the same manner as the
Bleu releases. Raw and broad, the
by mentioning it).
They’ve got
essence of each track is front
catchy jams that fit
and center. It’s a more peaceful
So take advantage - get out and
well within the mold of
little trip, with some smooth
enjoy a Park Day. Or a Beach
the St. John’s sound
detours. It’s a little more lowthat
they’ve
helped
to
Day. Or Beach Day by Park
design
through
other
key
than Beach Day, but also a
Day - A slick little EP by some
projects.
little
brighter.
It has a signature
familiar faces who have carved
melancholy. It’s more jammy,
their names into the bedpost of St.
more jangly, looser, less polished, but
John’s music.
honest. When everything is stripped down
to the minor sevenths and closed hat grooves,
They’ve also earned the favour of the sunburnt
spirit; they’ve got catchy jams that fit well within
the band shines a little brighter.
the mold of the St. John’s sound that they’ve
The releases strike their own balance. They’re
helped to design through other projects. Coming
both lovely little pieces full of catchy hooks
from acts like Bleu and Sleepy, these 4 lads
have been the keepers of live indie rock in St.
and grooves. When you settle in, it’s all really
John’s over the past year or more.
about what you want to take from them - and
there’s lots available. Check them both out on
Park Day is the brainchild of Adam Ravalia and
bandcamp or go watch Park Day in person
Zach Dalley. Ravalia is perhaps best known
and decide for yourself.

not, by any means, ruin this (I’m
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as I can, and everything is mixed. I am trying
to face my fears that I'm not (or the version
of the song is not) as good as it could be.
Perfection-itis? I guess any fears at all, I'm
trying to face them.

“”

I got locked out
of our motel late at
night in Woody Point,
and slept a few hours
in the car under XL
merch t-shirts to
stay warm.

Since 2010’s Oh Little Fire you have
played some big festival gigs and helped
save the Niagara Escarpment from
development. So you have obviously
stayed a little busy. What else have you
been up to?

Reading books. Intervening in the National
Energy Board hearing on the Line 9 tar sands
pipeline. Playing and organizing some benefit
shows. Spending time with my family.
Researching ancestors, stories.
Probably spending a little too
Sarah is closing
much time in the distant past,
out Friday night at
but it seems I have always been
the Folk Festival,
that way.
th

August 4 .

A Chat with

Sarah
Harmer
before Her Folk

from the 90s rock of her former band Weeping
Tile to her solo debut You Were Here which,
while still rock-tinged, had a noticeably more
chilled out pop feel, to 2005’s I’m a Mountain
with its bluegrass vibe and then her clear return
to a harder rockin’ sound with Oh Little Fire.

BY JERRY STAMP

I had a chat with Sarah in advance of
her Friday night performance at this year's
Folk Festival in Bannerman Park. She says
she's "stoked to bring my band, and my niece
Georgia who is singing with us this summer
before she heads off to university in
St. John's."

Sarah Harmer is the sort of
artist who occupies a rarified
space where she has superfans, but is also loved by
nonchalant listeners. Most
folks have a favourite Sarah
Harmer tune.

Making a successful career of bouncing
from genre to genre, while still
maintaining enough of a similarity of
sound, to sound like the same artist, isn’t
an easy feat. Would you say you worked to
keep them close enough in style to solve
those concerns, did you push to make
them as different as possible, or was it
just luck that it all worked out?

They may not even know it, but when that jam
comes on at a summer barbecue or they hear
it at the local open mic, they remember it as
being that song that just ... Ahh … gets them.
Sing-a-longs start with artists like Sarah
Harmer.

I am not much of a planner. I write a bunch of
songs, cross paths with particular musicians,
and usually find myself moving towards a
studio when the time seems right.

Festival Concert

This is not just due to her genuine lyricism and
her beautiful voice, but also because she has
hopped from genre to genre with ease, going
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That said, I can over think, and get intimidated
by the idea of recording a song "for the record,"
to the point where I defer the commitment and
wade in the murky waters of limboland for a
long time.

I've made 5 solo albums or so, and each
has been determined by different sets of
circumstances. I don't see the albums as
being that different from each other actually.
Usually it's helpful when I'm hanging out
primarily with musicians and I get motivated
by their own drives and examples.
Lately I've been enjoying life as a local citizen,
a gardener, a tree planter, a daughter ... and
the parameters of life have widened beyond
that of write-tour-record- tour some more. I
think I have enough focus now though that I've
been in the studio on and off in the last few
months making a new album.
It's hard for me to see the delineations of my
own musical path. I'm a fan of Rihanna, Daniel
Romano, Roger Miller, Land of Talk. It seems
rather random when pen hits paper and sound
makes its way onto an album. Usually when
I hear it, I know if I like it. That will change
from time to time, but there is little strategy
involved in my life. As cliched as it is, I do revel
mostly in moments.
For the listening public, when our
favourite artists don’t feed us every few
years we get antsy. What can you tell us
about the new record you are working on?
There are lots of words. Each song means
something to me. (How's that for vague?) I
am trying to suspend my judgement of the
recording until I have polished it up as much

I recently saw an article
that referred to your music as
“Ultra-personal.” Do you feel the
same way? Do you find it therapeutic
to be so personal with your audience or
is this just how Sarah Harmer is?
Well, I try to serve the listener as well as
myself. I think music is ultimately part of the
service industry. Sometimes when writing, I
have someone in mind who I want to impress,
but often I'm just satisfied if I can fill a void and
burn some new fuel.
You’ve been to Newfoundland and
Labrador a bunch of times before. Do you
have a particular anecdote or memory that
stands out to you about your travels here?
So many! Traveling with my parents and
my sweetheart's mom in a mini van around
the Avalon Peninsula and being shown the
most delicious and friendly hospitality at the
Mallard Cottage, that was a week I will always
treasure. A few summers ago, I got locked
out of our motel late at night in Woody Point
(thanks Jody!) and slept a few hours in the
car under XL merch t-shirts to stay warm.
Sailing with my dear friend Jacqui Hunter
eating Labrador Caribou sausages on the high
seas. (I'm generally a vegetarian, but when in
Bonne Bay...) And late night house parties in
St. John's, walking down the hill to the hotel
as dawn cracks over the harbour. I feel really
fortunate to be able to travel to beautiful
places and play shows with my friends.
Staying connected to vibrant Newfoundland
and Labrador is a real privilege.
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An Interview with
Founder and Filmmaker
Mike Hickey
Mike Hickey's company,
Pulp & Paper Entertainment,
produces films, web series,
podcasts, commercials, music
videos, and more.
Why did you start a production company?
You kind of need one if you want to make
movies. That’s the simple version of an
answer. To get technical, I’ve actually been
operating as Pulp &Paper Productions for a
while, but to secure financing for a film
I was working on, I needed my
company to be incorporated.
It turns out that “Pulp &
Paper Production” is its
own industry, so it was
deemed too vague
for a film production
company. After some
discussions with friends
in the industry, I settled
on “Entertainment.”
What’s your
company’s mission?
The business plan – which I’m still working
on because I’m essentially doing this whole
thing backwards – says “Pulp & Paper
Entertainment is a film production company
focusing on creating genre-based feature
films & television as well as short-form
branded commercial content.” That means I
want to make horror movies and television
but also pay bills.
What’s happening with Mike Fardy’s
short film Matchstick?
We’re done. We finished the film last week,
which is crazy exciting, moreso for Mike
because he worked on it for over three years
and I just came on board to produce in March,
but still very exciting. There’s an incredible
amount of work by an amazing group of
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The Domestic
Mark Bragg
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Newfoundland and
Labrador has a
stunning and dynamic
landscape that lends
itself to the genre.

Mark Bragg openly admits he's
possibly best known for his
animated stage presence and
“minor key raunchy bangers”
songwriting style. This is a man
so deeply entwined with local
music he said his wedding
vows at The Rock House.

professionals that
goes into making
a film like this. It’s
really rewarding to see it all come together in a
product that we’re really proud of. We started
submitting to festivals, so it’s wait and see time.
What other projects are in the works?
A bunch I can’t really talk about, unfortunately.
In this business, nothing is real until you’re on
set, and even then it can fall apart, so there’s
not much I feel comfortable talking about as
though they’re real. I’ll just say that the next
year or so could be really big and I’m excited
about that. I do have Fright Hype, my weekly
horror news series with Crypt TV. The
100th episode of that is scheduled
for the last week of July,
which is surreal.

Lucky for Sin Jawns, those of us not sharing domestic space with Mark get to see him
rock out standing atop a piano bench on Sundays at his Tom Waits open mics at the
Black Sheep, or burn down the house with the newly launched Catalina Reapers, with
bandmates Josh Ward, Bill Haynes, and Chris Donnelly.
He says of the Reapers project “We've got an album's worth of tunes written. In order to
realize them the way we want to, we need to get about 20 more shows under our belt.
Now is the best time to catch this band live. After the album comes out we'll probably
play less shows.”

How did your
participation in
the NLFDC’s L.A.
Business Development
Mission help you?
I just got back from my
second and it’s a great
experience. Not only for the
insight into how the industry
works in L.A. and making valuable
connections there, but because you travel
with a group of filmmakers from here that you
don’t always get to spend that kind of time
with, so it’s conducive to collaboration that
might not have happened if you were each
working out of your own corner of St. John’s.
What are your long-term goals?
I want to make spooky tourism commercials,
essentially. Horror was what drew me to
making movies and they are the types of
stories I want to tell. Newfoundland and
Labrador has a stunning and dynamic
landscape – both geographically and
culturally – that lends itself to the genre,
and I don’t think it’s been explored to its full
potential. I want to change that.

Dog walks,
mily trip
that's how fa
I spend a s,lo the dishes....
t of my time.

But that Mark Bragg only comes out to play a few
times a month at best, he tells me. The day-to-day Mark Bragg is Domestic
Mark. “Dog walks, family trips, the dishes....that's how I spend a lot of my time.”

The weekly Tom Waits jam is still going strong, and Bragg has done such a good job
building community within it, that he has lightened his workload as organizer and
musician. “The performers have started reaching out to guest musicians on their own,
forming backup bands for songs.” All members of the Catalina Reapers are either in
the backup band for this night or performers at it, I note. That's where the idea for the
Catalina Reapers started, he says.
What's up for the future? Mark has been really inspired by the "shared success" model
of the Tom Waits nights, built by many hands and voices who felt included , and thus
empowered in what can be a very exclusive scene sometimes.
He'd like to do larger projects with other musicians and organizers to nurture and
promote local music, especially the weirder stuff that can have a harder time getting
mainstream airplay. There's an energy, a fan base hungry for unique stuff, he says, and
he can see ideas like a label collective benefiting many. “I like building things,” he says,
and with a sly smile finishes, “though I like it if someone else maintains them.”
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BY MARK HOFFE
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Pulp & Paper Entertainment
Tackles Local Horror

Now is the best time to catch the Catalina Reapers live.
After the album comes out we'll probably play less shows.
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HOLDFAST Sneak Preview
Visit Montreal Artist Vicky Sabourin’s
Open Studio at Eastern Edge
BY EVA CROCKER

Sabourin is
currently using the
gallery as an open
studio where she is
displaying two
bodies of
work
PHOTO: VICKYSABOURIN.COM

Montreal-based artist Vicky
Sabourin is Eastern Edge’s
Artist in Residence, she will
be performing Warmblood
at this year’s HOLDFAST
Contemporary Arts Festival.
The piece combines installation and
performance art to examine the liminal space
between life and death.
Sabourin’s performance of Warmblood
begins with her removing soccer ball-sized
beach rocks from a life-size, felted horse’s
belly. She considered creating organs to fill
the horse’s stomach but decided on rocks
because she liked that they were more open
to interpretation. She also liked that the rocks
felt like a reference to the fairy tale world of
Little Red Riding Hood, who stuffs the evil
wolf’s stomach with stones.
After lifting the stones out, Sabourin climbs
inside the horse and lies so that only her legs
are protruding from the horse’s belly. During
the three-hour performance Sabourin crawls
in and out of the horse again and again, finally
replacing the stones and leaving the room.

GERRY
ROGERS
MHA for
St. John’s
Centre

729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
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Sabourin often shapes her work around a piece
of narrative or overlapping narrative fragments.
She built Warmblood on the story of a person
who has to kill their horse and get inside it’s
body to survive. Her inspiration for the piece
partly came from hearing that humans can
have a deeper bond with horses than with
any other animal. For her the richness of the
relationship between humans and horses
makes the act the piece is centered around the
ultimate form of animal sacrifice.
In preparation for the piece, Sabourin
volunteered at stables, to get a better
understanding of the relationship between
humans and horses, and to get a better
sense of horses’ physicality. While she was
working on the felted horse she was using
her apartment as a studio. Living with the
horse meant that she developed a special type

HOLDFAST Contemporary
Arts Festival (formerly the Art
Marathon Festival) is running
from August 10th -13th this
year, with events happening
throughout St. John’s.
The annual festival is run by
Eastern Edge Gallery who have
programed four days of installations,
performances, screenings, artist
talks, dance, community events and
artist-led workshops. In the interest of
making contemporary art accessible,
all of the festival’s regular events are
free and many events are open to
people of all ages.

of intimacy with the object. “I made the horse
right next to my bed, every morning I had to
step over the horse’s head when I got up. As
it was growing my cats were sleeping in and
on the horse all the time. There was a strange
kinship that built up as I was making the
piece,” Sabourin said.
The horse is very life-like without being an
exercise in reproduction. This is an example of
how Sabourin likes to tip toe along the divide
between real and imagined worlds in her
work.“There’s an interesting line where things
are realistic enough that at a glance you might
think it’s the real thing but as you get closer

you can see all the details and materials that
were used,” she said. Sabourin says the horse
in the show is a mare because the piece is
about rebirth as well as death. When Sabourin
emerges from the horse’s stomach it’s like the
horse has just given birth to her, paradoxically
when she enters the horse’s stomach her
movement brings the animal to life. “When the
horse is lying flat she looks dead but when I
crawl inside it’s like a bit of magic happens.
It’s as though my movement and breath
brings the animal back to life,” Sabourin said.
As Eastern Edge’s Artist in Residence
Sabourin is currently using the gallery as
an open studio where she is displaying two
bodies of work; the completed Warmblood,
and a multi-chapter work in progress called
Becoming Invisible. Along with a life-size,
felted horse, visitors to the gallery will also
notice sculpted barnacles and treasures
scavenged from woods and beaches for
Becoming Invisible.
Bits of Becoming Invisible are spread through
out the gallery, like a lot of Sabourin’s work,
it’s a mixed-media work that incorporates
felting, found objects, and sculpture. On the
day I visited, a tiny felted bird perched on a
column in the center of the gallery and a ball
of snarled twigs (called a witch’s broom) sat
on a table, across from a lump of wet clay
that was in the beginning stages of becoming
a tree stump. People are welcome to drop by
the gallery to see what Sabourin is working
on and ask her about her practice.
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Unique New Retail Outlet
Literally on Wheels

Scoutin' Out Scout Street Style
If you’ve seen an adorable pink
camper van lurking around the
downtown area, you may have
chalked up its recent appearance
to quirky tourists visiting our
quaint island.
This is not the case, however – this RV is
the home of newly launched Scout Street
Style, the brainchild of local entrepreneur and
fashionista Aryn Ballett. An idea she’s
been toying with for years, Ballett
finally turned the concept into
reality this summer.
It wasn’t an easy feat
– the 28-year-old worked
75 hours a week in two
restaurants for nearly a year
to amass the capital needed
for her business venture. With her
hard-earned money now in the bank,
the next step was finding a vehicle to house
and transport the mobile shop. “Initially, I was
looking for a cube van or an old ice-cream
truck. I started to look at RVs and drove
around the Avalon for weeks searching Kijiji
ads,” she recalled. Eventually, she struck gold
in Grand Le Pierre, on the south coast of the
island, where she found a 1986 Ford, 26 feet
long and 8 feet wide.
Aided by her contractor/mechanic father
and welder brother, the RV was given a
new life, and a fresh coat of pink paint.
While the renovations were completed,
Ballet worked on a business plan for Scout,
including seeking funding from local banks.
When the financing was approved, Ballett
headed to Montreal to establish contact with
clothing distributors and labels, bringing
back purchases to stock her shop. “It's not a
t-shirt stand or a cheap boutique. Most items
are under $100 but they are quality fashion
pieces. The store looks exactly like a regular
boutique only smaller. People are telling
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me what an
excellent
innovative
idea it is,”
Ballett said,
noting that
few people
walk by without
stopping.
“Most of the brands I have are not available
anywhere in Newfoundland,” she added. I'm
selling Levi's, Free People, Quay, Glamorous,
and many more brands,” Ballett said, noting
that some of her items come from as
far away as Australia. “The most
difficult part of the entire
experience was getting a
mobile vending permit,”
Ballett said. “The city of
St. John's has a lot of
regulations in place for
mobile vendors. They have
no option for a mobile vending
unit that customers actually step
inside,” she said.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
5 NIGHTS A WEEK!
TUESDAY Stand Up Comedy
WEDNESDAY Open Jam Session
THURSDAY Live DJ
FRIDAY & SATURDAY Live Bands

320 TORBAY ROAD
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM.COM/SCOUT.STREET.STYLE

BY WENDY ROSE

“I made over 100 phone calls and 15 trips
to City Hall,” she continued. “I had to get a
commercial vehicle inspection, a massive
insurance policy, and a building inspection.”
To supply power to Scout while also adhering
to a law that prohibits generators, Ballett
opted for solar power. “I have lights, music,
a cash register – all the features of a regular
store, but it's completely free of electricity,
sustainable and environmentally friendly.”
It was a lengthy headache and a legal
rigamarole, but her hard work paid off. With
the permit secured, Ballett wished to thank
city officials for their work. “They could have
just denied my request because certainly that
would be the easy choice but they worked with
me until it was done,” she said. “It was difficult
to be the first person to try something.”
Scout will be hitting the road this summer,
bringing a shining beacon of high fashion
and entrepreneurial spirit across the island.
In the capital city, you can find Scout parked

on Harbour Drive from Thursday to Sunday.
The Folk Festival in Bannerman Park and the
Blueberry Festival in Brigus are stops on the
festival circuit, with plans to set up shop near
the brewery in Port Rexton in August and
in Corner Brook in early September. Scout
also offers private shopping appointments,

It's not a
t-shirt stand
or a cheap
boutique.

bringing her
mobile store
directly to
interested shoppers.
“I am open to going to any
community there is an
expressed interest in,” Ballett said.

To find Scout's location or to set up a shopping appointment, follow scout.street.style
on Instagram or contact Aryn Ballett at scoutstreetstyle@gmail.com.
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The Inn

by Mallard
Cottage
EMILY DEMING

The Inn by Mallard Cottage
may be a part of the fluctuating
service and tourism industry,
but its soul is pure and steady
craft, on an island where craft is
both beauty and survival.
Located in Quidi Vidi, (that village-within-thecity that has kept its small harbour fishing roots
while, with some degree of internal tumult, has
grown to become a tourism powerhouse) the
Inn is an offshoot of Mallard Cottage. There are
eight rooms ranging from $269-$285 a night
depending on the view.
The two white buildings that comprise The
Inn, though built new by Sable Building, match
the simple aesthetic of the original Mallard
Cottage that is both literally historic yet visually
modern. This ability to see those physical
elements of the past and how they can burst
with new life is Mallard’s genius. With brightly
coloured trim and a chicken coop between, the
space is welcoming without raising or waving
its arms.
The entry hall where you check-in has a white
wall (actually all the walls and floors are
white) displaying select local goods for sale.
In each room, there is a mini-bar stocked with
beer, wine, spirits, Tunnocks candy bars and
Hawkins Cheezies. The books on the shelf are

from Chef and co-owner Todd Perrin’s personal
collection and include vintage Hardy Boys with
that familiar and evocative blue-bird-egg-blue
spine; the same blue painted on the wooden
spindle chairs.
Staying at the Inn you will get a Breakfast
Basket with a simple continental fare of coffee,
tea, juice, toast and scones or other fresh
baked goods. There is one small common area
that occupies the “linhay” or “Lean-to” at the
back of one of the buildings. So far this has
been used for some small private dinners, but
Perrin is thinking it will soon house a regular
“linhay lunch” in the late afternoon/early
evenings for those staying at The Inn to enjoy
a casual pot of chowder and some wine after
a hike, but before heading out to explore St
John’s nightlife. Otherwise, you are encouraged
to make reservations at Mallard Cottage for
any meals you want to take across the street.
Though a reservation at Mallard Cottage
can be hard to get in summer, they have
just opened a more casual Beer Garden out
back of Mallard Cottage proper, which will
be open to walk-ins Friday, Saturday and
Sunday (weather permitting) from 2pm until
an hour before sunset. It won't serve the
same Mallard menu but instead will have a
small rotating list of things like “calamari,
souvlaki, wings and veg.” Perrin rolls this list
off as if it’s not precious. He describes each
accomplishment, each addition, as “a work in
progress.”
Like a sparer and more grounded Howard
Finster, Perrin and the team at Mallard are
joining that grand tradition of roadside artists
and entrepreneurs all over North America
who simply cannot help both staying put
and building, until a singular destination and
monument to what hands and vision can do
rises, decorates, and invites visitors as an
integral part of a place. Or, in Perrin’s words,
“It’s not rocket science; clean room, nice bed."

Mike Paterson
Started
Building Buzz
in Bonavista 25
Years Ago
BY EVA CROCKER

Originally from Ontario,
Mike Paterson moved to the
Bonavista Peninsula with his
family almost thirty years
ago. He has been running
Paterson Woodworking
Limited out of Upper
Amherst cove for a quarter
of a century.
Over the years Paterson has developed a
reputation for crafting beautiful traditional
furniture, and pulling off tricky restoration
jobs on heritage buildings. In 2015, the
Newfoundland and Labrador Historic
Trust presented him with the Southcott
Award for Heritage Tradesperson.
The shore has gone through a series
of dramatic changes since Paterson
arrived in 1988, on the cusp of the cod
moratorium that would put about 30,000
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians out
of work. When his family arrived on the
peninsula, Paterson’s wife, Lori Paterson,
worked at the Hospital in Bonavista as
a physiotherapist while Paterson stayed
home with their young children and ran his
woodworking business out of their house.
“Our desire was to live here and find a
way to do it economically and practically,”
Paterson explained. “I was happy that my
wife had a job to keep things going while
I got the business up and running. Then
the business found a bit of a niche market
and grew over 25 years.”
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When the cod moratorium was
announced, Paterson offered a
woodworking course for people who
were displaced out of the fishery. Some
of the people who took the course had
experience with carpentry while others
were starting from scratch. A few of the

R E TA I L

men stayed on with Paterson after the
course and worked with him at Paterson
Woodworking for about twenty years.
“Part of working here was training, and
we were all learning together in some
respects,” Paterson explained.
In the past couple years, the Bonavista
peninsula has been going through
another significant transformation.
The area has seen an influx of new
businesses, many of them headed by
Bonavista Living and Bonavista Creative,
twin initiatives with a mandate to “…
restore physical structures but also foster
new enterprise.”
In a happy coincidence, Paterson decided
he wanted to transition back to working
solo just as Bonavista Living launched its
restoration project. The six or seven men
who had been working with Paterson
were able to move into jobs with the new
company. “Bonavista has always been
a unique town based on the fishery and
year-round residents finding ways to live
here,” Paterson said. “A lot of the fabric of
Bonavista has been rejuvenated, a lot of the
buildings are being spruced up. It’s for the
better, the area seems to have maintained
its character and integrity throughout it all.”
Paterson is currently running Paterson
Woodworking as a one-person
operation. His primary focus is unique
furniture commissions and challenging
architectural reproduction and
restoration contracts.
In 2012, he remodelled the timber frame
furniture showroom just below his
workshop. The space became Bonavista
Social Club, a hugely successful restaurant
and bakery owned and operated by
Paterson’s daughter, Chef Katie Hayes and
her husband Shane Hayes.
Katie Hayes grew up in Upper
Amherst Cove, and the produce
used in the restaurant comes from
garden beds that she helped open
up as a child. “Bonavista, like most of
rural Newfoundland, is really beautiful
and the things that never change are
the geography and the people. It’s a
great place and we’re really fortunate
to have the opportunity to live here,”
Paterson said.
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Your Turn Boutique Brings
Benevolent Thrift Shopping
Back Downtown
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

A few years back it seemed as
though the bulk of the thrift
stores had left downtown
for the sprawl of Kenmount,
probably for good. Certainly
any place with a decidedly
bargain feel.
Imagine my delight when, strolling
down Water Street one Friday
last month, I passed a
streetside sandwich board
bearing the words "Your
Turn Boutique" outside the
Choices For Youth building. A
new thrift store!

Director of Social Enterprise at Choices.
“Mari-Lynn's (Model Citizens current
owner) downstairs sorting clothes now,”
she added. "Of course," I thought.

Chelsea was kind enough to take some
time to talk to me later in the month, and
explained the philosophy behind the flat
rate, or what she calls blanket pricing.
"It empowers the customer to have
fun” and also makes it quite the
treasure hunt. You can find
a dress from Old Navy or a
dress by Prada, each for the
The thrift store
same price. The possibility
blew my mind.
I chose four
for insane deals exists, and
designer
the low cost lets you go mad
dresses.
a bit more than the stagnant
economy would generally advise.

I was greeted by a peppy young
woman I later discovered was Victoria
Anne, age 20, a participant in a Choices
program designed to help youth gain
workplace skills for their futures.

Choices For Youth has been providing a
number of important services for at -risk
youth in St. John's for over 20 years. The
multiple programs they offer are focused
on four main categories; crisis response,
supportive housing, targeted supports,
and fostering independence.
The thrift store blew my mind. I chose
four designer dresses, all selling for
an exceptionally affordable flat rate.
Somewhat stunned at the high quality to
low price ratio, I asked Victoria Anne at the
desk for a bit more information about the
store. The pieces came together fast when
she informed me that Chelsea Paterson,
founder of Model Citizens, was the

Students in the program learn life
and business skills, plus specifics like
brand and fabric recognition and other
garment trade know how. They are
part of the process from laundering
incoming fashions, to point of sale duties.
Victoria Anne and her co-worker Pamela
Budden, age 21, speak glowingly of the
experience they are having. The young
women say they feel more confident and
ready to tackle the job market.
Victoria Anne cocks her head up from the
counter and says “I'm pretty good at this I
think. I like talking to people and helping
them find cool clothes.” Pamela is quieter
but equally satisfied with her time at the
store.
Great prices on great clothes for a really
great cause. There's absolutely no way to
not feel good about this.

THE ENTHUSIAST!
Discover Urban Exploring
BY LAUREN POWER

“Urban exploring is not about breaking the
law or vandalism,” says Scott Osmond,
urban exploration enthusiast. “It’s a way to
explore places that once meant something
to someone…”
Osmond is the founder of HiddenNewfoundland.ca. “It was tough
to find a good source for all of these places so I decided to make my
own!” says Osmond. HiddenNewfoundland.ca was created to bring to light
some of the province’s hidden gems and lesser known locations. While it began exclusively
as an urban exploring site, it now encompasses all things hidden and adventurous. “There are
far too many hidden waterfalls, resettled communities, gorges, caves, etc. in Newfoundland
to simply not include them as well,” says Osmond. First off — let’s talk safety. “Abandoned
structures and buildings pose enormous risk,” says Osmond. “Asbestos, unstable slopes and
buildings, dangerous chemicals, airborne bacteria are all very real dangers faced by many places
on my website. The other issue is a legal one: How can someone avoid breaking the law while
exploring? “The best way to do this is to do some research, use common sense, and simply not
entering [private] property…” says Osmond. “By doing research, contacting land and building
owners before entering and abiding all signs around, it is possible to experience these places
safely and of course, lawfully.”
There are lots of great places for first-time explorers, depending where you are on the island.
In the St. John’s area, Osmond recommends checking out the Red Cliff Radar Station near Logy
Bay or the Argentia Naval Air Station near Placentia.“Both places allow for some terrific photos
and learning opportunities,” says Osmond.“These areas are also quite large, so you can explore
without having to go inside, as some of the structures are in rough shape.”
In central,there are old military installations around Botwood. “While some remain in disrepair,
others have been maintained and allow for safe exploring through tunnels and bunkers such
as the battery at Phillips Head,” says Osmond. There’s also the Horwood Lumber Mill in
Campbellton, where you can explore the concrete structure of the powerhouse and the original
grinders from the mill, as well as inside the penstocks and turbine room of the hydro plant that
powered the mill. ”Nearby is the eerie concrete dam which was what ended the mill nearly one
hundred years ago,” says Osmond.
In western Newfoundland, Osmond recommends the Harmon Air Force Base.“Old hangers,
buildings, and magazine bunkers are
scattered throughout the town and can be
found for those willing to look,” he says.
Many places here are in serious disrepair and
should be avoided, but the magazine bunkers
located north of the town are said to be safer.
Wherever you go, the basic rules of hiking
apply: don’t be an idiot. “Urban exploring
is not about vandalism, taking souvenirs
or breaking the law, it is learning about
the unknown and capturing the beauty and
adventure that can be found in some of these
places,” says Osmond.“The biggest rule of
urban exploring is to leave these places
exactly how you arrived in them.”
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In 2015, City Councillor Dave Lane wrote a column in The
Overcast proposing that St. John’s transform some of its
vacant buildings into “arts and innovation hubs.” The column
got a hugely positive response and today the project is on its
way to becoming a reality.
“I saw an opportunity because there were vacant buildings in the city and there are
probably more now,” Lane said. “It’s intended to be a creative complex, a space that can
bring together as many self-starters as possible to work on what they’re passionate
about, while also bumping into other people who are passionate about what they’re
doing, even if it’s not related.”
Modeled after Common Ground Coworking, the innovation hub would offer affordable
multi-purpose space to start-ups, non-profits, small businesses, and artists.
People interested in using the space would pay a membership fee, or a daily rental fee, that
gives them access to the space along with some perks like Wi-Fi and a communal coffee
station. Eventually Lane hopes to have five interconnected buildings filled with people with
arts, business, and social justice backgrounds working side by side. “We’re taking a nontraditional approach to commercial development … we are interested in creating shared
space,” Lane explained. “So you might rent an office but what you’re probably going to be
doing is working in an office alongside a lot of other people who are doing different things.
There will also be other spaces that could be used for meetings or rehearsals.”
After seeing the column, CBRE (the company that does leasing for Slate Asset
Management) reached out to Lane to talk about the possibility of using their buildings.
With CBRE on board, Lane contacted his friend, architect Grant Genova to discuss a vision
for the project. Finally he approached Common Ground Coworking who were excited to
enter into a partnership with the goal of bringing the project to life. Together, the group
secured funding to do a trial run called a feasibility study. Right now the feasibility study
is taking place on a floor of the Fortis Building and in the Neal Building on Harbour Drive.
Several start-ups, businesses, non-profits and artists are working out of these buildings
until mid-September.
During the study, Sequence Bio, TrajectorE Management, Optimized Insurance, and
a restaurant owner are working in individual offices in the Fortis Building. While the
Refugee Immigrant Advisory Council, and Business and Arts NL’s Pop Up Arts Space are
using rooms in the Neal Building. “We have people working in there to inform how we
might operate these five buildings. We’re learning what the challenges and requirements
might be,” Lane said. “We’re collecting data but at the same time we’re allowing these
organizations to do what they do best and do an even better job at it.”
Lane is hoping that the feasibility study will help the group understand both the financial
and design requirements of running the operation. He aims to slowly and organically
establish the program in these buildings, so that the businesses and organizations using
these spaces now will be able to continue working there when the feasibility study ends.
“The vision is to eventually have a complex of interconnected buildings where you have
multiple sectors with individuals who are very excited about what they’re doing, running
into each other and presumably sharing their energy with each other,” Lane said.

MISCELLANY

Get Coding: Ladies Learning Code
Promotes Tech Literacy and Self
Sufficiency
BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

Dana Parsons is keenly
aware of the importance of
technology; around 15 years ago
she received an implantable
cardiac defibrillator. As the
technology improved, so did her
quality of life, sparking a love of
technology.
Today, Parsons is the St. John’s Chapter colead for Ladies Learning Code, a non-profit
organization that started in 2011 and has
chapters all across Canada. They organize
workshops to encourage women and girls
to become tech literate, teaching skills like
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Python and other
essential languages.
When the local chapter arrived back in 2014,
Parsons was quick to get involved, first as a
student and then as a volunteer. In those four
years, she estimated 450 people have been
through their workshops, and have ranged
from age 6 to 64. “Anybody can do it. It’s
meant to be accessible.”
Sometimes people feel intimidated because
they didn’t study computer science in
university, but that shouldn’t hold anyone
back, Parsons argued. “If you want to learn
how to do apps, or if you want to learn how
to do websites, or you want to learn to do
something else, you can just take those
languages and learn them. The reward comes
really quickly.”
People are taking the courses for a variety of
reasons: maybe they work in HR and manage
people in working with tech, she said. They
might be an artist who can’t afford to pay
someone to create their website, so they take
courses in order to do it themselves.
The workshops have a student to mentor ratio
of 4:1, “And I think it’s important, because when
you’re in a class and you’re learning something
that’s absolutely foreign to everybody, you
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5 Vacant Buildings in St. John’s
To Become "Creative Complexes"
for Artists and Entrepreneurs

don’t know how quickly different groups,
different individuals will pick it up.”
Someone who is struggling with the task can
get the necessary instruction in this setting.
When asked about specific obstacles in the
province in regards to promoting tech literacy,
Parsons was quick to answer. “I believe ours
is the fact that we’re laggers … And that does
not help with technology. We’re late adopters,
so we’re often a little bit of a culture of, ‘Well,
I’ll see how it goes and then I’ll try it.’”
Local businesses don’t embrace new
technology when it comes out. She explained
it’s probably due to our historical climate that
has created a culture where people are averse
to risk taking.
But if we want the future of the province to
prosper and keep the youth here, we need to
embrace technology. And one of the benefits
of the tech industry is that geography isn’t the
hurdle it used to be. You can code from your
kitchen table in rural NL, she explained.
So far, the tech industry has been male
dominated and Ladies Learning Code is
challenging that. Though the workshops aren’t
exclusive to women, “Our ultimate goal is to
reach gender parity in the technology industry.
So whether that’s start-ups, technology roles,
or seats on boards. It’s really to get gender
parity in those areas. And the only way to do
that is to start young.”
For upcoming Ladies Learning Code
workshops, check out their Facebook page:
facebook.com/llcnl/
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What
Makes City
Councilors
Tick?

Don't Assume
You're on
the List!

Register to Be Able to
Vote in September’s
Municipal Election!

BY CORY THORNE,
VP OF NL HISTORIC TRUST

What makes city councilors tick?
How do they inform themselves
about the many diverse issues
that are part of municipal
planning? Do they read and
consult scientific studies and
expert’s reports? Do they
embrace public consultations in
an attempt to build consensus
through informed debate? Do
they follow a plan, or do they
make decisions on a piecemeal
basis?
According to one Facebook commenter: “You
may as well save a few salaries and replace
the city planning office with some lovely
wind-chimes.”
As noted by a variety of concerned residents,
our current council appears to have no
vision and little support for any planning
process. In recent letters to The Telegram,
we see Maggie Burton questioning why our
municipal plan is nearly 3 years late (May
25). We have Mayor O’Keefe’s response (May
29): We’re working on it, but it's really hard
and too many citizens are on vacation in the
summer… (no, I don’t get his logic). We see
Tom Horrocks, of the Canadian Institute of
Planners, arguing that O’Keefe has failed to
respect the public engagement or planning
processes, and has stalled the process into
submission (June 6). No matter how you cut
it, planning is not on the agenda.
While it appears that few councilors take
interest in this information, our council
has used our tax dollars to create quite a
few documents that should be on every
City hall desk. I would suggest that all
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prospective councilors take some time
to read them. Before commenting on the
proposed bulldozing of Penny Crescent
wetlands, read the city’s 1993 report on
Significant Waterways and Wetlands, and
the 2017 Land Use Assessment Report, and
then compare them to some foundational
texts on the value of wetlands in relation to
water retention, urban flooding, wildlife and
long-term sustainability, as well as studies
on suburban planning and community
development, and the proposal is less and
less appealing. Before consolidating lots to
allow a mansion to be built above Quidi Vidi
Village, have a look at the 2015 QVV Overlay
Zone and Design Guidelines, the 2006 QVV
Development Plan, or the discussion of
viewscapes in the 2003 St. John’s Heritage
Areas Report. We paid for the studies, why
not have a look at them?
While it is easy to dismiss our history and
assume that heritage protections cost
more than we can afford, we can turn to a
plethora of studies that argue for the ways in
which smart urban planning (which includes
heritage protections) results not only in
improved quality of life, but also in greater
economic development (through increased
property values, promotion of mixed-income
neighbourhoods, increased tourism, reduced
construction waste, increased employment,
greater attention to locality and retention of
profits within the community).
There are many academic studies that
support these arguments, and several funded
by the city that address it locally, including
the aforementioned 2003 StJ Heritage
Areas, Heritage Buildings and Public
Views Report, and the 2001 Downtown StJ
Strategy for Economic Development and
Heritage Preservation. Bring in some of
the information gathered by Happy City,
or some of Emily Campbell’s articles here

in The Overcast, and, well, you’ll have
experts' opinions from both local and global
perspectives – all pushing for the need to
plan, to give greater attention to traditional
forms of design, and greater attention to
heritage as a key to economic development
and community sustainability.
The laissez faire nature of this council was
most strongly demonstrated to us during
a council meeting on May 23rd. Following a
vote on the demolitions of Richmond Cottage
and the former Belvedere Orphanage (one
a story of greed, the other of tragedy), Dave
Lane stood up and said “This can’t happen
again.” Unbeknownst to almost everyone
(except presumably Art Puddister, as Chair of
the Planning Committee, and Jason Sinyard,
Director of Planning), the Pratt House had
just been demolished. Because of a lack of
process, neither was required to forward the
application for demolition to council, or the
Built Heritage Experts Panel. Not even the
councilors got a voice in that one, let alone
the experts.
Now that we have lost Quinnipiac, Richmond
Cottage, Pratt House, Belvedere, the
Salvation Army buildings… now that we
expect to lose Waterford Manor and many
others that are not even documented or even
on our radar, and now that we are included
on a list that no city wishes to be part of (the
National Trust’s Top 10 Endangered Places
2017 - for Bryn Mawr Cottage), I ask all
voters to download and closely study one
more document, 2013 Oath of Affirmation
of Campaign Contributions and Expenses
Disclosure, a list of campaign contributions
to candidates in our last election. So what do
you think makes our councilors tick? Which
of these documents should have the greatest
influence on the future of our city?

On September 26th, you'll
get to have a say in the
council who runs your
city. But only if you’re
registered to vote. Do not
assume you’re registered
to vote. The author of this
mini article wasn't!
For the upcoming municipal election,
St. John’s is going with a vote-bymail system. The City will use the
list of voters maintained by Elections
NL to decide who gets their voteby-mail-kit in time to vote. So you
need to make sure you’re registered
on that Elections NL list if you want
to vote in September. To check the
voter’s list and see if you’re already
registered, and to make sure they
have the right address for your voter
kit: Visit stjohns.ca and go to the
Municipal Election page under City
Hall, and click Voter Registration.
Punch in your name, birth date,
and address, and it will tell you A.)
You’re in the system and all set, or
B.) What you need to do to register
to vote. Note: While punching in your
address, let auto-fill do its thing, as it
is finicky, and prefers abbreviations.
Alternatively, you can call the Access
St. John’s Service Centre at 311 or
754-2489, or drop in to the Service
Centre, first floor City Hall, 10 New
Gower Street. Do not assume you’re
on the list because you voted before,
or because you receive tax bills from
the city. Make sure you’re registered,
make sure your friends and family
are, and make sure you’re wellread enough on the candidates to
cast an informed vote on who you
want representing, changing, and
influencing the city you live in.
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What's Going on in the World?
1 USA

A Company is Putting
Microchips in Its
Employees
Three Square Market is a tech
company in Wisconsin that
provides gadgets for kiosks
and minimarts. They're also
the first employer in the US

to microchip its employees.
Not to spy on them or invade
privacy, they say, but because
"it's convenient." The implants
are tiny RFID chips (radiofrequency identification),
and they're placed into an
employee's hand, between
the thumb and forefinger.
Luckily, the employee
has to agree to this, and

surprisingly, 50 of their 85
employees have voluntarily,
if not enthusiastically, done
so. They cost about $300,
are the size of a grain of
rice, and allow employees to
open locked doors, log-in to
computers and photocopiers
without wasting a precious
3 seconds punching in a
password, or buy snacks

from company vending
machines with the wave
of a hand. It hurts no more
than a needle to put in,
and feels like removing a
splinter to take out. It does
not allow the employer to
track its employees, as
there's supposedly no GPS
abilities in the chip. The idea,
they stress is convenience,

and they're not
alone in thinking
we'll all have these
in the near future, as a way
to replace lugging around
a wallet or purse. The chip
will be your house key, work
keys, ID or driver's license,
debit and credit cards, etc.
Naturally, it makes life easier
for criminals (just grab an

employee or
homeowner's
hand and hold it to
the door!). A spokesperson
for the company shrugs
off this worry. Religious
groups are calling these
chips the "mark of the beast"
mentioned in the Bible's Book
of Revelation.

3
2

2 France

1

France Aims to
Ban the Sale of
Gas Powered
Cars By 2040
With every country's leaders
gathering yearly to discuss
climate change, everyone
knows we have to stop
driving gas-powered cars ...
eventually. Plenty of reports
say it may already be too late
to prevent the catastrophic
effects of pumping so
many greenhouse gasses
into the atmosphere in
the form of car exhaust
(the transportation sector
is most countries' leading
cause of greenhouse gas
pollution). France, however,
has just assigned a date
to terminating the sale of
gas and diesel powered
automobiles: 2040. The
announcement came as
part of a new environmental
plan, presented by France's
new environmental minister,
Nicolas Hulot. French
President Emmanuel Macron
has made it clear that he
wants his country
MISCELLANY

3 UK

Using Viruses
to Kill Deadly
Super Bacteria
on Farms
to be a
leader in
combating
climate change,
and this is one
big, bold
incentive to
achieve carbon
neutrality by
2050. It
certainly has car
manufacturers considering
more investment in greenpowered automobiles: 67
million people live in France
and presumably need to
buy a car. Minister Hulot
calls this a matter of public
health, and a "veritable
revolution" in environmental
commitment. He's also said
that French automakers
(Renault, Peugeot-Citroen,
etc) are capable of making
the transition to Electronic
Vehicles, easy peasy, so why

not force them to, given that,
if everyone drove an EV, the
country would drastically
reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions. It's the single
most effective way to halt
further climate change.
Minister Hulot has called the
plan "ambitious, but doable,"
citing the fact that Norway
and India are on track to do
the same by 2030.

The state of big,
commercial farming in
North America is absolutely
terrifying if you watch enough
Netflix documentaries like Food
Inc. Producing more food at a
lowest-possible cost, to maximize profits, has animals
living knee-deep in their own dung, being fed things not fit to eat, and being doused in
antibiotics to deal with the utter filth of their abodes. Its breeding super-bacteria on farms
(and thus infections in humans who eat that meat) we struggle to even treat. Here's a
recent headline apiece from The National Post and Globe and Mail respectively, "Antibioticresistant Bacteria Now a Common Cause of Death, Sickening Millions a Year," and
"Infections Becoming Threat as Drug-resistant Bacteria Rise." In a wave of better news,
researchers at UK's Leicester University have announced that they're getting very close to
unlocking the secret of using viruses to kill bacterial infections. It would mean no longer
relying on antibiotics which these super bacterium are becoming immune to. There exists
a range of viruses, called bacteriophages, that can be used to kill common pig infections.
Prof Martha Clokie, who is involved with the research, is hopeful that this form of therapy
could not only deal with superbugs in farm animals, but that bateriophage therapy could
be "completely transformative for human health." So many modern day infections are now
antibiotic resistant, not to mention that antibiotics aren't great on the body, and cause their
own complications. "Using phage therapy for specific diseases could change the way we
treat infection. It could give us a whole new armoury," she's said.
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Star
Gazing
AUGUST Horoscopes
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
ARIES Keep ego in check, channel the
best of the Leo's suns energy through
generous actions. Spread the love.
TAURUS This month's wacky vibes
will push some towards the impractical.
Retaining good judgment is your
special task.
GEMINI Two eclipses this month. That's
one for each twin. Add Mercury retrogade
on the 12th and, well, hold on tight sweetie.
CANCER The struggle is real. “The human
heart is like a ship on a stormy sea driven
about by winds blowing from all four
corners of heaven" - Martin Luther King Jr.
LEO The sun in your sign helps you
navigate a very unstable month. Fire signs
help others cope right now.

Untitled
ACROSS
3. Local tech hero Catherine 		
Courage Works at this
leading tech company in 		
California.
7. Looks like a turnip, tastes like
a turnip, but is actually a
turnip-cabbage hybrid that
starts with the letter R.
9. Name of both a stunted tree,
and a festival happening
this month.
11. It's surprising the
sprung greenhouse
was a boondoggle,
11
given how well this
vegetable will grow in
backyard garden.
12. Local cupcake bakery from
Mt. Pearl with a new spot
on Elizabeth Avenue.
17. Tom ? / ? Pond
18. Name of both the smallest
street in St. John's and
Tom Power's trad band.
The ?
20. Best known as a music
venue, chef Amy Anthony has
made this pub a food hotspot.
22. "And your daddy's a sailor 		
who never ?" (2 words)
23. A pet's home, or a local 		
swimminghole up near Shea
Heights.
24. First name of famed local 		
novelist Johnston.

1

4

6

SAGITTARIUS You love to learn new
things. Heard of co-counseling? That's a
new thing that could help keep you and
others sane right now.
CAPRICORN If you can avoid getting out
of bed till next month, that is the best plan.
If not, just give into the weirdness and
explore.
AQUARIUS Uranus semi square
Neptune on the 11th is a siren's song for
you, ready to change the world. Use your
powers for good.
PISCES Visionary stuff is up your alley.
Careful of building castles on sand, ask of
projects, “where will it be in a year?"

word
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PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

Across
Down
DOWN
1. It was not England, Ireland,3.France,
or Spain
that named
10. Longest, most hoppin
street
in MountIreland,
Pearl? France, or Spain that
Local tech
hero Catherine
Courage Works at this
1. It was
not England,
us Newfoundland, but this leading
country.tech company in California.
13. Name of both a small
Morne town and
namedGros
us Newfoundland,
butarts
this festival.
country.
2. A Bonavista must eat: The 7.
Bonavista
Social
?
14.
Newfoundland,
en
francais
Looks like a turnip, tastes like a turnip, but is actually a
2. A Bonavista must eat: The Bonavista Social ?
4. Where the "Fancy Sobeys" turnip-cabbage
is.
and pancake derivative.
hybrid that starts with the letter R.15. Local breakfast4.fave
Where the "Fancy Sobeys" is.
5. This German artist, who lived
in
Brigus,
was
accused
of
16.
There
is
an
art
school
named after this local Anna.
9. Name of both a stunted tree, and a festival happening
5. This German artist, who lived in Brigus, was accused
being a spy during WWII. Rockwell
who?
19. Hotspot for a white
Russian and a dancefloor
this month.
of being a spy during WWII. Rockwell who?
6. What everyone's been chasing.
21. Newfoundlanders have named a red berry after
11. It's surprising the sprung greenhouse was a
6. What everyone's been chasing.
8. This huge energy sector project
from the
1990s
boondoggle,
given
howwas
wellalso
this vegetable will grow in this type of black bird.
8.
This huge energy sector project from the 1990s was
deemed a boondoggle at the
time. garden.
backyard

Ten Things You Didn't
Know about You

SCORPIO Transformative change.

Cross

3

VIRGO Giving is service. Leo loves to give,
Virgo loves to be of service. Focus on this
for a fruitful month with the Leo sun.
LIBRA Harmony and balance are sort of
on vacation this month, but beauty and
idealism abound. All in all not too shabby.

townie

2

also deemed a boondoggle at the time.

12. Local cupcake bakery from Mt. Pearl with a new spot
on Elizabeth Avenue.

10. Longest, most hoppin street in Mount Pearl?

17. Tom ? / ? Pond

13. Name of both a small Gros Morne town and arts
festival.

Name
both the means
smallestgetting
street infewer
St. John's
and
10 Eating more18.
fruits
andofveggies
headaches
because they contain benzoic acid, from which the
14. Newfoundland, en francais
Tom Power's trad band. The ?
body can make salicylic acid (aka Aspirin). 9 Your bones love you enough to self-destruct if you need them too. During a
calcium deficiency, your bones will give up their calcium to your body in need. 8 Being tired lowers your leptin level, leaving
you feeling hungrier than you really are. Poor sleeping habits = poor eating habits. 7 There's a tiny pit on each side of your
nasal septum, lined with nonfunctioning chemoreceptors, formerly used for detecting pheromones. 6 If you stink, you are
technically dirty: Body odour is exclusively caused by bacteria digesting the fatty compounds in sweat. 5 Gaining weight

will send you into a vicious downward spiral of weight gain, because as you gain more fat, it becomes harder to burn it off.
4 Use honey on things when hungover. Honey alleviates the hangover blahs. 3 Even on a hot day, you're not "sweating all
over." Your nails, the margins of your lips, the tip of your penis, and your eardrums cannot and do not sweat. 2 Beware of
the bacteria on hospital TV remotes. They're known as havens for antibiotic-resistant bugs. 1 Having sex 2-3 times a week
definitively lowers stress and your risk of fatal heart attack.

ACROSS: 3 - Google 7 - Rutabaga 9 - Tuckamore 11 - Cucumber 12 - Sugar Mama's 17 - Cochrane 18 - Dardenelles 20 - The Ship 22 - Comes Home 23 - Fish Bowl 24 - Wayne DOWN: 1- Portugal 2 - Club 4 - Paradise 5 - Kent 6 - The Ace 8 - Hibernia 10 - Commonwealth 13 - Woody Point 14 - Terre
Neuve 15 - Touton 16 - Templeton 19 - Lotties 21 - Crow
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HOLD FAST
Contemporary Arts Festival
August 10-13 | St. Johns NL

VICKY SABOURIN
AT THE RECEPTION
RAY FENWICK
APRIL WHITE
VANESSA DION FLETCHER
PEARL MARIE SALAS

Schedule of Events
Wednesday | Quidi Vidi Brewery | Festival Kick Off
& Riddle Fence Summer Issue Release | 7pm
Thursday | Featured Artist Workshops
Friday | Eastern Edge Gallery | Fancy Artist Talks | 7pm
Saturday | Downtown St. John’s | Art Crawl | 4-10pm
Saturday | The Ship Pub | After Party | 11pm

Find more information and full schedule at
www.easternedge.ca | @holdfastfestival
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